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ABSTRACT

Machine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence which deals with algorithms

that can learn from data. These methods provide computers with the ability to learn from

past data and make predictions for new data. A few examples of machine learning appli-

cations include automated document categorization, spam detection, speech recognition,

face detection and recognition, language translation, and self-driving cars. A common

scenario for machine learning is supervised learning where the algorithm analyzes known

examples to train a model that can identify a concept. For instance, given example docu-

ments that are pre-annotated as personal, work, family, etc., a machine learning algorithm

can be trained to automate organizing your documents folder. In order to train a model

that makes as few mistakes as possible, the algorithm needs many training examples (e.g.,

documents and their categories). Obtaining these examples often involves consulting the

human user/expert whose time is limited and valuable. Hence, the algorithm needs to uti-

lize the human’s time as efficiently as possible by focusing on the most cost-effective and

informative examples that would make learning more efficient.

Active learning is a technique where the algorithm selects which examples would

be most cost-effective and beneficial for consultation with the human. In a typical active

learning setting, the algorithm simply chooses the examples that should be asked to the

expert. In this thesis, we take this one step further: we observe that we can make even

better use of the expert’s time by showing not the full example but only the relevant pieces

of it, so that the expert can focus on what is relevant and can provide the answer faster. For

example, in document classification, the expert does not need to see the full document to

categorize it; if the algorithm can show only the relevant snippet to the expert, the expert

should be able to categorize the document much faster. However, automatically finding

the relevant snippet is not a trivial task; showing an incorrect snippet can either hinder the

expert’s ability to provide an answer at all (if the snippet is irrelevant) or even cause the

xi



expert to provide incorrect information (if the snippet is misleading). For this to work, the

algorithm needs to find a snippet to show the expert, estimate how much time the expert

will spend on that snippet, and predict if the expert will return an answer at all. Further, the

algorithm would estimate the likelihood of the expert returning the correct answer. Similar

to anytime algorithms that can find better solutions as they are given more time, we call

the proposed set of methods anytime active learning where the experts are expected to give

better answers as they are shown longer snippets.

In this thesis, we focus on three aspects of anytime active learning: i) anytime

active learning with document truncation where the algorithm assumes that the first words,

sentences, and paragraphs of the document are most informative and it has to decide on

the snippet length, i.e., where to truncate the document, ii) given a document, the algorithm

optimizes for both snippet location and length, and lastly, iii) the algorithm chooses not only

the snippet location and size but also chooses which documents to choose snippets from so

that the snippet length, the correctness of the expert’s response, and the informativeness of

the document are all optimized in a unified framework.

xii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the invention of computing machines, we have looked for ways to use them

in the automation of tasks such as mathematical calculations, repetitive activities, and com-

plex pattern recognition tasks. Machine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence that

deals with methods, techniques, and algorithms to learn from data. These methods pro-

vide computers with the ability to learn from past data and make predictions for new data.

Many applications have been developed based on machine learning methods such as spam

detection, web search, speech recognition, and more recently, self-driving cars.

As an example, imagine we would like to automate the classification of documents

into categories, and organize them into separate folders based on topics, such as work and

school documents. If we were to enlist the help of an assistant, it is only logical to explain

the task by using some example documents from each category. If our assistant has doubts

about a particular document, he can ask us, the experts, for help. Similar to training a

human assistant, supervised learning uses examples and their known labels to train a model

or a classifier. We can use this classifier to analyze new documents (i.e., unseen document)

and assign a category or label. The examples used to teach the classifier are also called

training data or labeled data. These data consist of examples and their corresponding labels

used to infer a classification function that, given an input example, will produce a label as

an output. We will focus on this kind of classification task in this thesis.

For most supervised machine learning systems, we need as much labeled data as

possible to obtain a classifier that makes as few mistakes as possible. The more complex the

classification task, the more labeled data is needed to learn the corresponding classification

function so as to have an acceptable performance. In some situations, we start with small
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number of available examples. From our example of document classification, our assistant

in training has seen only a few document examples at the beginning, thus he is a novice.

Intuitively, he will ask an expert for help if he finds a difficult document to classify, and he

will gain new knowledge from the answer of the expert.

Similarly to the assistant training model, we can use an interactive approach to train

a classifier under limited labeled data conditions. Active learning is a machine learning sub-

field that seeks to provide solutions for information gathering where labeled data are scarce

but unlabeled data are abundant. For example, we can easily gather a number of scientific

papers from the web but labeling them with categories requires an expert. In general, an

active learning algorithm or learner carefully selects unlabeled examples and queries an

expert (e.g., human annotator) for their labels, and incorporates the newly acquired labels

into its training data. This interaction between learner and expert continues until a stopping

criterion is met, typically when a budget in time is exhausted. In our running example of

document classification, an active learner will iteratively select documents for annotation

based on their potential learning benefit (e.g., how difficult it is to assign a category), and

will query an expert for their category label until the expert is no longer available.

An immediate question is how to select the query examples so as to optimize our

available budget, e.g., number of questions. There has been copious research on how to

select the queries. We will discuss some techniques in Chapter 2. For a comprehensive

review of active learning methods, please see Settles [73]. In general, active learning looks

for unlabeled examples expected to help the learner the most within the budgetary condi-

tions, and the benefit of an example is defined by the specific active learning method.

In many real-world scenarios we need a domain expert to provide the necessary

labels for training (e.g., categorize documents), which can be costly and time consuming.

For example, in image diagnostics, where we need a radiologist to identify RMI images

[37, 54]; similarly, in citation screening we need a physician to identify relevant literature
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to a specific topic [94].

Active learning is a framework where labels for training are collected by a learner

by asking a limited number of queries to an expert. Implicitly, reducing the number of

queries to the expert reduces the overall annotation cost (e.g., time), if the cost of annotat-

ing examples is about the same for every query. However, some examples may be more

complex than others and it may take longer to be revised and annotated. Furthermore, we

have to consider that every query has a different benefit to the classifier, and has a different

labeling cost that may depend on many factors, such as difficulty and complexity of the ex-

ample. Cost-sensitive active learning refers to algorithms that reduce annotation cost while

training the best classifier possible. Optimizing a learning budget accounting for all these

factors is not trivial. Chapter 2 describes formally active learning approaches that address

these challenges.

Now we describe in detail three scenarios of active learning where the learner uses

the expert’s time more efficiently by guiding her to the most relevant pieces of the example

to answer faster.

1.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we describe the research of an active learning framework where the

learner algorithm has the ability to affect the annotation cost and further optimize the an-

notation budget. The basic principle is to show the expert the relevant piece of information,

estimate how much time the expert will spend on that piece of information, and estimate

how accurate the expert will be on that piece of information. Similar to anytime algo-

rithms, we call the proposed set of methods anytime active learning. The research on any-

time active learning can be divided into three parts: anytime active learning with document

truncation, faster annotation with active snippet selection, and anytime active learning with
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document-snippet selection.

1.1.1 Active Learning with Document Truncation. Consider the active learning interac-

tion between an active learning algorithm and a human expert; let us assume the interaction

occurs one document at a time, and the budget is the expert’s available time. Figure 1.1

illustrates the cycle where a learner algorithm selects a document from the unlabeled data,

requests the human expert to provide the label, and then incorporates the new answer into

its training data, and the loop continues until the available time is finished. Note that the

expert peruses the document and takes his time to make a decision on the label without

intervention from the algorithm. Furthermore, the expert reads the document and gradually

forms his opinion about the label as he reads more and more of the document.

Reading a document can be seen as a stream of words processed by a reader, e.g.,

the expert. As the expert reads more, he gradually forms an opinion about the label of

documents. Furthermore, the expert may have a good degree of certainty about the label

before reaching the last sentence, and stop reading further. Even though stopping early

may produce some savings, the learner cannot directly control how much the ultimate cost

would be per document. If we enhance the learner with the capability to interrupt the

expert while he is reading, this may produce additional savings. Ideally, we would like the

active learner algorithm to be able to control for how long documents are being analyzed

and therefore spend the budget more efficiently and consciously. However, identifying

the ideal time to spend per document is not a trivial task. In this research, we study the

challenges of interrupting the expert during annotation in Chapter 3.

In many situations, like in our document classification example, we deal with tasks

that involve a sequential analysis, such as reading a document. In this study, we will focus

on text classification applications of active learning to develop the proposed methods and
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Figure 1.1. Illustration of an active learning loop to annotate documents

present empirical evidence.

1.1.2 Faster Annotation with Active Snippet Selection. If we look further into to

the annotation process, an expert can use a different approach to peruse the document

and quickly analyze it. If we consider an experienced expert, he can read the document

concentrating only on key sentences or words that indicate the corresponding label. For

example, the expert can scan or skim through the document identifying key phrases related

to labels. These key phrases are part of the expert’s knowledge of the domain. When

scanning, the expert is filtering the stream of words he is processing.

Moreover, by skimming through the document the expert is able to read more ef-

ficiently and provide labels at a faster rate. However, these savings in labeling are a sec-

ondary effect of how the expert behaves. If the active learner is able to learn what pieces of

information are key for the annotation, the algorithm can present a snippet of the document

that contains the key pieces, and show them to the expert instead to identify the label of the

document in a shorter amount of time. However, identifying what to show the expert with-

out inducing errors is challenging. In Chapter 4, we study how to extract key information
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to form the queries and improve learning efficiency.

1.1.3 Optimal Active Learning with Document-Snippet Selection. Ideally, we would

like to build the best classifier possible by collecting the labels of the best examples at the

least cost possible (e.g., limited time of expert). Choosing key snippets can improve the

annotation time and hence the classifier can learn faster. We can improve this process even

further by enabling the classifier to pick not only snippets from a given document, but also

choose both an informative document and key snippets from that document simultaneously.

We discuss the joint optimization of document-snippet pair selection in Chapter 5.

In this thesis, we will explore the three aforementioned anytime active learning

scenarios with combinations of settings with increasing complexity considering document

selection, type of interruption, and expert response quality. For document selection, we

will consider whether the learner has a choice of instance, i.e., { active document selection,

passive document selection}. For type of interruption we consider whether the snippets are

from the beginning of the document or in an arbitrary location, i.e., {document truncation,

document snippet}. For the expert response quality, we consider a fallible-reluctant expert

(with various levels of noise), i.e., {reluctant-noisy expert, reluctant-perfect expert}.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: we will discuss general con-

cepts related to cost-sensitive active learning in Section 2. From these concepts, we will

build three anytime active learning formulations with oracle interruption. In Chapter 3,

we will discuss several scenarios of active learning with document truncation. In Chap-

ter 4, we will discuss other methods of producing interruptions by generating snippets of

documents. In Chapter 5, we formulate an anytime active learning method that is able to

simultaneously choose documents and snippets to accelerate learning. Finally, in Chapter 6

we will provide final remarks and possible future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we introduce the common notation used in this document, provide

background on active learning, and discuss related work.

Let L = {(xi, yi)}li=1 be a labeled set of input-output pairs instances where xi ∈ Rd

is a d-dimensional feature vector and yi ∈ {y0, y1} is its target class label.1 Let U =

{xi}mi=l+1 be a set of unlabeled examples. Let PL(y|x) be the conditional probability of y

given x according to a classifier trained on the labeled set L.

2.1 Supervised Learning

In supervised learning, a machine learning algorithm learns a function from labeled

training examples L. Typically, the training data consists of known input-output pairs

(xi, yi) used to induce classifier PL. The goal is to use PL to predict the label of unseen

examples at the lowest generalization error possible. The generalization error is a measure

of the accuracy of the classifier at predicting the target class of new examples.

For example, in text classification the input labeled instances are instances docu-

ments and their corresponding topic categories. In video classification, the input labeled

instances are video sequences and labels of whether they are funny or not funny. In image

diagnostics, the input examples are CT-scan images and the labels are whether or not there

is a tumor.

Ideally, there are enough labeled examples to learn a good classifier PL. How-

ever, in many real-world cases, labeled examples are scarce whereas unlabeled ones are

1We assume binary classification for ease of presentation; this is not a fundamental
limitation.
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abundant, and annotation (e.g., human expert) is necessary to increase L. For example, a

video may be available on the web, however, obtaining labels such as funny requires a

human-annotator. For specialized domains, human-annotation effort is considerably more

expensive. For example in the medical domain, obtaining specialized images such as CT-

scans and asking a medical professional to review the images and label whether there is a

tumor requires valuable time and expertise.

2.2 Active Learning

Active learning is a strategy to iteratively build a labeled dataset to learn the best

classifier possible with minimal supervision. The intuition is that carefully selecting unla-

beled instances and requesting the label from an annotator will produce a better classifier

PL than selecting random instances for requesting the labels. Settles [73] provided detailed

discussion on various active learning strategies and serves as an invaluable reference on ac-

tive learning. Similarly, Fu et al. [33] presented a survey on active learning and discussed

time complexity of various active learning approaches.

2.2.1 Active Learning Scenarios. There are three scenarios where active learning is

typically applied [73] : i) membership query synthesis, ii) stream-based selective sam-

pling, and iii) pool-based active learning. In membership query synthesis, we assume the

learner knows a definition of the input space and it is able to construct hypothetical example

instances which are shown to an expert for labeling [3, 4]. In stream-based selective sam-

pling, the learner receives unlabeled instances from a stream of data, in an online fashion,

and then decide whether to request the label from an expert [18, 19]. In pool-based active

learning, a large collection of unlabeled instances, known as the pool, is available at once.

In this setting the active learner evaluates the pool of example candidates and determines

for which one to query the expert [48].

In general, regardless of the scenario, the idea is to score examples as to how much
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Figure 2.1. Performance of an active learning algorithm illustrated by a learning curve.

benefit they provide to improve the current model. This score is used to make the decision

of whether it is worth to request the label for the candidate example or not. How to produce

the score for each example depends on the active learning method, and in many cases,

because exact computations are not feasible, the method provides heuristics to approximate

the scores.

Typically, an active learning method is evaluated on the efficiency of learning with

respect to the spent budget to gather information. Common performance measures are

area under the ROC curve, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. The performance of

an active learner classifier is visualized using learning curves of performance vs. budget.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a learning curve where the x-axis corresponds to the budget

on annotation cost; the y-axis is the performance score of the learner, where the higher the

performance the better. We expect that carefully selecting instances for annotation using

an active learning approach performs better than simply selecting random instances. In this

thesis, we focus on pool-based active learning, which we discuss next in greater detail.

2.2.2 Pool-based Active Learning. Pool-based active learning is inspired by situations

where the available data are a small labeled set L, and a large unlabeled set U . In this
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Algorithm 1 Pool-Based Active Learning
1: Input: Labeled data L; Unlabeled data U ; Budget B; Classifier P (y|x);

2: while B > 0 do

3: xi ← SELECTINSTANCE(U)

4: U ← U \ {xi}

5: a← QUERYORACLE(xi)

6: B ← B − C(xi)

7: L ← L ∪ (xi, a)

8: P (y|x)← UPDATECLASSIFIER(L, P )

scenario, the active learning algorithm selects an unlabeled instance xi ∈ U iteratively and

carefully, and obtains the resulting target value yi by querying a human annotator (oracle).

The algorithm incorporates the newly labeled example (xi; yi) into its training setL, and re-

trains the underlying learning classifier, PL (learner). This interactive cycle continues until

a stopping criteria is met; usually the cycle stops when a querying budget is exhausted (e.g.,

time or money for annotation). Algorithm 1 illustrates a general active learning algorithm

more formally.

The learner aims to choose the instance that will benefit the learning the most there-

fore minimizing the number of label queries necessary. We can see that a key component

of this algorithm is how to select the query instances (SELECTINSTANCE). To this end,

the learner tries to minimize the generalization error of the classifier, subject to a budget

constraint (i.e. number of question we can ask the oracle). More formally, the optimization

objective function of the learner is defined as follows:

U∗ ← argmin
Ui⊆U

Generalization Error︷ ︸︸ ︷
Err(PL ∪ Ui(y|x)) s.t.

∑
xj∈Ui

C(xj) ≤ B (2.1)

where C(·) is the cost of annotating an example, and Err(·) is the generalization error

defined as the expected loss of the classifier trained on L. Note thatErr(·) may be replaced
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by any function that defines utility or importance of an instance, in which case the objective

maximizes such function, and the constraints still apply.

Equation 2.1 is typically optimized by greedy algorithms by choosing one or more

most informative instances to label. There are numerous studies describing query selection

strategies. Some common strategies aim to query instances at the decision boundary [48],

query the instance that produces the most disagreement by a committee of classifiers (QBC)

[32], query the instance that is expected to reduce the classification error the most [66]. A

comprehensive description of active learning strategies can be found in [73].

2.2.3 Batch-mode Active Learning. Typically, these active learning methods (uncer-

tainty sampling, QBC, etc.) use a greedy approach selecting the top scoring instances at

each iteration. The issues with this approach is that, in some cases, the top examples are

identical, and obtaining the labels increases the cost but not the benefit. An alternative is

to construct the most informative batch of queries. Brinker [15] prosed an approach for

support vector machines that explicitly incorporates diversity in query batch, and Xu et al.

[99] selected examples closest to centroids of clusters near the decision boundary. Guo and

Schuurmans [34] proposed a method for logistic regression as an optimization problem

directly building the batch through gradient search.

2.3 Cost-sensitive Active Learning

To reach a target performance of the learner, we expect active learning to reduce

the annotation effort compared to randomly selecting queries. A typical assumption is that

all queries have the same cost, thus reducing the number of queries to the oracle is enough

to increase the learning efficiency. However, a more realistic view of the annotation task is

to consider variable cost of annotation. For example, labeling a difficult example may be

worth money or require more review time. Under a variable cost condition, reducing the

number of label queries does not guarantee a reduction in overall cost, and the objective
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is to select the most cost-effective instances. Several cost-senstive approaches address this

problem [75, 23, 35, 40, 89].

One common approach is to formulate a decision-theoretic objective to incorporate

directly the cost of annotation into the query selection criteria. The objective is to tradeoff

the improvement of the classifier and the cost of acquiring a label. Let Err(PL) be the

expected loss of the classifier trained on L, the active learner algorithm selects the query x∗i

that most reduces the expected loss (e.g., how much the classifier improves its performance)

of the underlying classifier, updating (2.1):

x∗ ← argmax
xi∈U

Improvement︷ ︸︸ ︷ Err(PL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CurrentError

−Err(PL∪(xi,yj))︸ ︷︷ ︸
FutureError

−λC(xi) (2.2)

where C(xi) is the cost of asking the oracle to provide a label for instance xi, and λ is a

conversion parameter between annotation cost and expected error. Equation 2.2 is a look

ahead method that compares the current performance with the future performance of the

classifier if a label for xi is obtained. This kind of formulation works best when Err(·) is

synched with the measure used to test classifier PL. For example, if the classification task

is better measured by accuracy, then Err may be best defined as accuracy.

2.3.1 Cost-benefit Active Learning Formulation. However, when a conversion param-

eter is not available, a common approach is to select the query with the highest cost-benefit

ratio or return of investment -ROI. This then determines the best instance for annotation in

terms of improvements per unit cost:

x∗i ← argmax
xi∈U

Err(PL)− Err(PL∪(xi,yj))

C(xi)
(2.3)

where C(·) is the cost of annotating an instance. This formulation is expressed in terms of
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loss; however, the formulation may also be defined in terms of performance. The advantage

of cost-benefit ratio is it avoids the use of a conversion parameter, however, extremely small

values of C(·) can produce an extremely high utility per unit. This extreme case of small

costs may prevent the algorithm to identify the best instances for annotation.

Kapoor et al. [40] accounted for varied annotation per instance. The task was to

classify voice messages. This decision-theoretic framework used an annotation cost func-

tion that assumes a simplifying linear relation between the length of a message and the

cost of annotation. The proposed method trades off the annotation cost (e.g., money) and

the cost of assigning a predicted label to an instance (e.g., expected error reduction). A

difficulty of this method is to be able to map annotation cost and predicted label cost in the

same unit. King et al. [42] used a similar approach with known fixed real costs, where a

learning robot performed real lab tests to learn the labels from the results.

Settles et al. [75] proposed an active learning framework that simultaneously learns

the real annotation cost (e.g., elapsed time of annotation). This method addressed situations

when the annotation cost function is not known beforehand. To learn the annotation cost

the authors used a regression cost model using meta-features for each instance, especially

designed for this task. The features are domain dependent and defined by the user.

2.4 Common Active Learning Strategies

As mentioned before, a key element of active learning is how to select informative

instances; for example, how to define the error function. Typically, Err(·) is defined as

a utility value function that represents how much benefit is expected from annotating an

instance. A simple approach is to find the decision boundary using a procedure similar

to a binary search. For example, initially we can guess where the boundary is and query

instances on either side. We can repeat this as we narrow the search with the obtained
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labels.

2.4.1 Uncertainty Sampling. Uncertainty sampling uses a similar intuition querying

instances lying near the decision boundary, where the learner classifier is most uncertain

[48]. The intuition is that the decision boundary will be in a region of high uncertainty of

the classifier. Furthermore, the instances closer to the decision boundary will provide more

information; therefore, those instances will have the most utility for learning. Figure 2.2

shows the degrees of confidence (from blue to red) of a classifier trained on L and the

uncertain region is visible near X2 = 0.
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Figure 2.2. Toy example of uncertainty of classifier PL. This is a toy binary dataset, red
triangles and blue circles. The most uncertain region of classifier PL(y = blue|x) is near
the decision boundary

More formally, uncertainty sampling queries the instances whose predicted poste-

rior probability is the least confident, updating Equation 2.3 as follows:

x∗ ← argmax
xi∈U

1−maxy∈Y PL(y|xi)
C(xi)

(2.4)

Equation 2.4 uses conditional error as a measure of confidence. Another common
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definition of uncertainty is entropy of the classifer [77]:

x∗ ← argmax
xi∈U

−
∑

y∈Y PL(y|xi) log(PL(y|xi))
C(xi)

(2.5)

Uncertainty sampling uses an intuitive selection criteria that makes active learning

easy to implement. Many methods leverage the least confident strategy for information ex-

traction [20, 74]. However, the method has some performance issues in applied settings due

to intrinsic active learning bias, complexity of the internal dependencies in the instances,

or task complexity [70, 95, 88].

Alternative definitions of uncertainty may be more effective for classification prob-

lems [78]. In this work, the uncertainty is divided into two types based on the cause of

uncertainty: strong conflicting evidence of a label, and weak inconclusive evidence of a

label. This method showed empirically to be more effective than traditional definitions

of uncertainty. Furthermore, this type of uncertainty definitions allows the active learn-

ing algorithm to provide a reason along with the query on why the example is useful for

the current model [79]. This transparent approach allows the learner to gather additional

information useful to fine tune the final model.

Overall, uncertainty sampling works well and has been successfully used in several

papers and domains, even though it is known to be susceptible to label noise and instance

outliers [e.g., 66, 74]. Successful applications include [11, 100, 36, 86, 71, 72, 91, 37, 16,

74, 79, 62, 78], among many others.

2.4.2 Expected Error Reduction. In general, an optimal active learning algorithm will

request the label for an instance that is expected to improve the current model the most

[66]. In the absence of ground truth, the learning algorithm computes an expectation of the

classifier performance should the label of instance x ∈ U be added to training data. The

following objective allows the learning algorithm to select the instance that is expected to
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reduce the generalization error the most:

x∗ ← argmax
xi∈U

Err(PL)−
∑
yj

PL(yj|xki )Err(PL∪(xi,yj)) (2.6)

whereErr(PL) is the expected loss of a classifier trained on L. This function is also known

as the generalization error, profit function, utility function, etc. Equation 2.6 is also known

as value of information. This method is expected to perform well when the loss function

Err is well aligned with the performance function used to evaluate the classifier. Note that

this method computes the expected future loss for every candidate in the unlabeled data U

for every possible label y.

2.4.3 Query by Committee. Query by committee (QBC) is an active learning strategy

that queries the label of instances for which a committee of classifier disagrees the most

[76]. Committee classifiers often perform better than single classifiers [22]. Typically, the

committee is formed by sampling the training data (bagging) and inducing the classifiers

[1, 14] or using an AdaBoost algorithm [31, 30]. QBC has shown to reduce that prediction

error exponentially on the number of queries asked [76, 32, 31]. However, this method can

be computationally expensive in order to build the committee of classifiers. There are var-

ious measures to determine the disagreement of the committee. Two common approaches

are margin of disagreement, i.e. the difference between number of votes for the top most

popular labels [58], and vote entropy [21].Vote entropy is defined as follows:

x∗ = argmax
x∈U

−
∑
y∈Y

V (y)

C
log

V (y)

C
(2.7)

where y ranges over all possible labels in Y , V (y) is the number of votes that a label

receives from the committee members, and C is the committee size. When the target class

y is binary, both margin and vote entropy approaches rank instances in the same order.

2.4.4 Other Active Learning Approaches and Applications. Other active learning

approaches aim to improve the underlying model by requesting missing features in the
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data. Melville et al. [59] proposed a method that acquires values for missing features

when dealing with a classification task. This method tries to improve the general classi-

fication performance by improving the quality of the training data without overspending.

The method selects the feature values that are expected produce the highest improvement

of accuracy. Active feature-value acquisition has many challenges and the topic has been

studied extensively [67, 81].

Applying techniques such as dimensionality reduction within an active learning

algorithm should improve learning efficiency but it is not a trivial task. Bilgic [9] recently

proposed an adaptive dimensionality reduction technique that determines the number of

dimensions at every cycle of interaction. The method uses labeled and unlabeled data to

learn more accurate models.

There are a number of extensive active learning empirical studies that focus on spe-

cific tasks or improvements over typical active learning. Settles and Craven [74] compared

several variations of uncertainty sampling and query-by-committee for sequence labeling.

The study concentrated on F1 score as the performance measure and used conditional ran-

dom fields [46] as the underlying model. Schein and Ungar [69] evaluated a number of

uncertainty-based approaches and query-by-committee for logistic regression, and focused

only on accuracy. In other cases, the studies of active learning used for domain-specific

tasks, such as natural language processing [90, 5], splog detection [41], text segmentation

[68], image retrieval [91], sequence labeling [74], outlier detection [91, 2], class imbalance

problem [107, 27], etc.

A related area is active inference. In active inference, unlike active learning, the

labels are collected not during training time but rather at inference/prediction time. The

objective is to use the labels of few instances to do a better job at predicting the remaining

ones. For this to work, the labels of the instances need to be correlated. For example,

[64, 10] looked at classification of nodes in a network, [43] looked at battery optimization
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in sensor networks by selectively choosing which sensors should communicate, and [44]

looked at data collection for tissue engineering experiments.

2.5 Reluctant and Fallible Experts

Typically, the active learner interacts with an experienced domain expert. The as-

sumption is that when an experienced oracle provides an answer to a query, his answer is

likely to be correct with a high probability. Otherwise, the expert may refuse to answer

given his own uncertainty. However, this may not be always the case in a real scenario.

For example, long and continuous periods of annotation may be tiring for a human ora-

cle, and cause the oracle to make mistakes; the oracle may not be infallible and provide

incorrect answers to some queries; the oracle may be a novice and be less confident in his

answers. Under these realistic conditions of variable annotation cost, and imperfect oracle,

optimizing the information gathering is not a trivial task.

Donmez and Carbonell [23] proposed a method called proactive learning that re-

laxes typical active learning constraints related to oracle properties such cardinality, relia-

bility and responsiveness. This work uses a decision theoretic approach under three main

scenarios each focusing on a single characteristic of the oracle. However, the main objec-

tive in all cases is to select the right unlabeled instance for labeling and the right oracle.

Whenever necessary, the learning process is a two-part strategy where a prior exploratory

phase is used to learn the reluctancy or accuracy of the oracles. In the first scenario, the

active learner has two available oracles with known annotation cost, one reluctant and one

reliable. The active learner incorporates into its objective the probability of receiving an

answer from the reluctant oracle. In the second scenario the two oracles are reliable, how-

ever one of them is fallible because it may provide an incorrect answer. Finally, the authors

explore an active learning configuration with two reliable oracles, however, with different

variable cost of annotation. The authors provide a framework that allows to consider relia-

bility and responsiveness of the oracles with an active learning setting relaxing traditional
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assumptions regarding the oracle conditions. This work is usually treated as a baseline for

other multi-oracle active learning frameworks.

Zheng et al. [106] developed an active learning method for crowdsourcing scenarios

(i.e., multiple labelers) under conditions of varied costs and accuracy of the oracles. The

proposed method works as a two part approach: first, the method ranks the labelers and

selects the top ones to serve as a subset of optimal cost and high accuracy. This subset is

used to cast a majority vote for labeling; second, the learner exploits the pre-selected set of

labelers to query uncertain instances.

Wallace et al. [96] studied active learning settings where there are several oracles

available with different levels of expertise. In this work, the query assignments are deter-

mined by the oracle known expertise. In addition, the learner balances oracles workload

to guarantee maximum utilization of resources. There are two main aspects of this work:

modeling the oracles workload distribution, so that an oracle is not overworked; and defin-

ing a cost-effective query strategy that relies on a novice oracle to identify difficult queries

(i.e., meta-cognitive ability). This method is tested on two tasks: sentiment analysis with

reliable oracles to model the expert, and biomedical citation where the expert is a reluctant

oracle. The proposed method is compared against a proactive approach.

Fang et al. [29] selected queries that are useful for learning but that will be likely

known to the oracle. This work provides a way to model the concepts known to the oracle

by keeping track of the answer (including rejected queries) from the oracle. The queries

are selected by maximizing the entropy of the learner model with respect to the unlabeled

instances and the knowledge (or lack there of) of the oracle.

Du and Ling [25] proposed a two part framework where the oracle is noisy, and

the noise depends on the instance. An exploratory phase of the method uses uncertainty

sampling to select query instances, penalizing the sampling as the learner acquires more
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labels. The premise is that at early iteration of active learning the classifier acts as a novice

and the uncertain instances are likely to be answer by the oracle. However, as the learner

reaches better performance levels, the uncertain instances are increasingly more difficult to

label even for the oracle. An exploitative phase of the method decides what instances from

the labeled data to re-query in order to clean up the set as a validation step. Both phases

are traded off with a probability α predetermined by the user depending on what is valued

the most. This method does not consider the difference in annotation cost per instance.

Other applications of active learning use variable cost in their formulation based on

the specific domain. In computer vision, Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman [93] presented a

method where the learning algorithm determines the ‘net cost‘ of labeling and balances the

gain associated with requesting said label. The annotation cost is computed considering

image complexity, and the time necessary to produce the segmentation of the image. Sim-

ilarly, Liu et al. [51] formulated an active learning framework on spatial data where label

acquisition costs are proportional to distance traveled.

2.6 Document Summarization

For faster annotation through snippets, our method searches for the snippet that

represents best the label of a document, similar to document summarization where the

methods synthesize text. Automatic document summarization is divided into two groups:

single-document summarization and multiple-document summarization. In this work, the

most relevant research refers to single-document summarization; thus we will concentrate

on discussing this topic.

Typically, a summarization algorithm uses sentences as units, although larger pas-

sages can be used. For each unit, the algorithm extracts a set of features typically normal-

ized and produces a score value. The units are sorted by their score and the highest ranking

ones are used to compose a summary or extract. The key to this methods is the scoring
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function that determines the relevance of the sentence to the extract of the document. In

early literature, methods used position in text [e.g. 7], word and phrase frequency [e.g.,

52], and key phrases [e.g., 26]. Other methods were developed using machine learning

techniques based on bayesian classifiers [e.g., 45, 47], and methods that use more complex

approaches based on natural language processing [e.g., 6], among other methods.

Some studies use summarized documents for training classification models without

risk of losing performance [80], or for reducing the effort of producing reference summaries

by increasing agreement among multiple human annotators [105]. In sentiment classifica-

tion, a combination of meta-features is defined to extract sentences that summarize the

sentiment of reviews [8], or aspect-based sentiment [87].

To the best of our knowledge, the current related work does not consider added

capabilities of the learning algorithm to control annotation time. That is, the learning algo-

rithms do not determine how much time to spend on annotation for each query.

2.7 Active Document-Snippet Pair Selection

We first introduced the idea of actively selecting document and snippets of docu-

ments to accelerate annotation in [61]. To enhance an active learning model with snippet

selection capabilities, we should consider repeating labeling for cleaning training data,

noisy labels, snippet building techniques, and short-text classification.

Relabeling allows the learning algorithm to request labels of instances already in

the training data, and through a voting heuristic determines the true label of the re-labeled

examples. In anytime active learning, we expect the learner to make better selection of

documents and snippets as it acquires more labels and improves its performance. However,

document-snippet pairs selected early in the active learning loop may be revised through

re-labeling to correct possible mistakes and improve the current classifier.

Sheng et al. [82] proposed repeating labeling of the training set using various meth-
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ods: round robing with general cost, and selective relabeling based on uncertainty of the

label. Du and Ling [25] used a trade-off parameter between exploration and relabeling

phases of the learning algorithm. In a recent study, Lin et al. [49] argued that relabeling is

not an effective strategy in many cases, but provides evidence of cases where relabeling is

beneficial. The main considerations for relabeling are type of classifier (expressive classi-

fier with weak inductive bias, linear classifier with large number of features), the accuracy

of the labelers (moderate accuracy), and labeling budget (relabeling is more effective with

small budgets).

Furthermore, in realistic active learning setting the experts are fallible and may

return noisy labels. Moreover, the quality of annotation depends on the difficulty of the

query and the annotator’s level of expertise. The gold standard for the training data is

estimated by combining annotation quality and difficulty [39]; by probabilistic inference of

labels for image annotation [97]; by modeling expertise and label dependencies [101].

For specific domains such as sentiment analysis, some studies model the relation-

ships between the examples and labels through specific representations. For example, Mc-

donald et al. [57] used a structured model on a sentiment analysis task. The model learns

and infers the sentiment at different levels of granularity in the document. This model learns

and infers sentence-level sentiments and document-level overall sentiment, where there is

propagation from one level to the other. The dependencies between observed sentence-

level labels and the document label are included in the model. Wilson et al. [98] presented

a phrase-level sentiment analysis that first determines the neutrality of an expression, and

determines the polarity of the non-neutral expressions. The neutral classifier model used

28 features for classification. To determine the sentiment of a non-neutral expression, this

work presented a 10-feature classifier to disambiguate the sentiment. Both classification

models used a classifier with word token features, and work token and prior (from senti-

ment lexicon) as baselines.
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A number of research efforts use engineered domain specific features to improve

short-text classification performance [83]. In contrast, Bobicev and Sokolova [13] used

a prediction by partial matching method that does not require feature engineering. This

method considered text as a sequence of characters instead of words.

Other short-text classification methods are based on semantic analysis; latent se-

mantic analysis (LSA) is used to extract the potential semantic structure of the text. Chen

et al. [17] proposed a method that extracts topics at multiple granularities, modeling short-

text better. Among short-text classification method LDA is also used, as well as semi-

supervised approaches especially to provide background context to short text [104]. Sim-

ilarly, Sun [84] used important words as query to retrieved documents from a labeled set,

and then uses the top k document labels to predict the label of the query (e.g., top five

document labels and majority vote). Other methods use shortened text to request labels

and build models specifically to collect labels. However, those models are not used for

classification of unseen documents but rather to guide the active selection [61, 62].

In general, these research studies address active learning scenarios where fallible

reluctant oracles are available for labeling. The methods select the most cost-effective

instances for learning and the best oracle for annotation. However, the cost of annotation

is determined by the oracle and depends on the instance. In this research, we propose

a method to further increase the annotation efficiency by interrupting the oracle during

annotation. In contrast to related work, and to the best of our knowledge, our proposed

method is the first to allow the active learner to determine how much to spend on each

query. Table 2.1 shows a summary of main challenges addressed by previous research

compared to our proposed method anytime active learning.
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Table 2.1. Comparing anytime time active learning to previous research considering anno-
tation cost (known/unknown), oracle response (fallible/reluctant), and query shown to
the oracle (truncated/snippet).

Research Work
Cost Oracle Query

Kn. Unkn. Fallible Reluctant Trunc. Snippet

Kapoor et al. [40] X

Settles et al. [75] X

Donmez and Carbonell [23] X X X

Wallace et al. [96] X X X

Zheng et al. [106] X X

Fang et al. [29] X

Du and Ling [25] X

Anytime active learning X X X X(Ch.3) X(Ch.4,5)
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CHAPTER 3

ANYTIME ACTIVE LEARNING THROUGH TRUNCATION

In this chapter, we will describe an anytime active learning (AAL) framework when

the learner is able to interrupt the oracle by truncating instances. We will discuss research

results on the performance of the proposed methods and the corresponding baselines. This

research is divided into two approaches of increasing complexity: static and dynamics

AAL methods. The AAL concepts discussed here are applicable to a number of domains

where the oracle analysis is incremental, i.e., the more time the annotator spends reviewing

an instance the more quality is expected from his answer. Examples of such domains are

text classification and video annotation to name two. In this chapter, we will use a text

classification task for ease of explaining and representing our methods.

3.1 Introduction

As we discussed in Section 2, active learning seeks to maximize classifier accuracy

while minimizing the effort of human annotators [73]. This is typically done by prioritizing

example annotation according to the utility to the classifier (see Section 2.2.2). In this

chapter, we begin with the simple observation that in many domains human annotators

form an opinion about the label of an example incrementally as they review the instance.

For example, while reading a document, an annotator makes a more informed decision

about the topic assignment as each word is read. Similarly, in video classification the

annotator becomes more certain of the class label the longer she watches the video.

The question we ask is whether we can train a classifier more efficiently by inter-

rupting the annotator to ask for a label, rather than waiting until the annotator has completed

her inspection fully. For example, in document classification the active learner may request

the label after the annotator has read the first 50 words of the document. For video classifi-
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cation, the active learner may decide to show only a short clip. We refer to this approach as

anytime active learning (AAL), by analogy to anytime algorithms, whose execution may

be interrupted at any time to provide an answer.

If the decision of when to interrupt the annotator is made optimally, we can expect

to reduce total annotation effort by eliminating unnecessary inspection time that does not

affect the returned label. However, the annotator may not be able to provide a label or may

return an incorrect label if interrupted too early — e.g., the annotator will not know how

to label a document or will be unsure of the answer after seeing only the first word. AAL

strategies, then, must balance two competing objectives: (1) the time spent annotating an

instance (annotation cost); (2) the likelihood that the annotator will be able to produce

a non-neutral label, and further, a correct label when noisy (annotation response rate).

In this chapter, we propose and evaluate a number of anytime active learning strategies

applied to the domain of document classification. In this domain, it is natural to implement

this approach by revealing only the first k words to the annotator, which we refer to as a

subinstance.

We build on our earlier work where we performed experiments with a simulated

oracle on two document classification tasks [62], comparing two classes of anytime active

learning strategies: (1) static strategies select subinstances of a fixed size; (2) dynamic

strategies select subinstances of varying sizes, optimizing cost and response rate simulta-

neously. We tested these active learning strategies under a reluctant-perfect scenario where

the annotator can refuse to answer when he is in doubt; but when he answers, the labels

are guaranteed to be correct. Our additional contributions in this chapter include a set of

experiments investigating how anytime active learning performs under a reluctant-noisy

scenario, in which the annotator might return incorrect labels (in addition to refusing to

answer a query). We provide a variant of our original objective function for this scenario,

and provide insights into how the method may be adapted to different levels of label noise.
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Throughout this chapter, we address the following questions and provide answers:

RQ1. How does subinstance size affect human annotation time and response rate?

We conducted a user study in which each user labeled 480 documents from two domains

under different interruption conditions (e.g., seeing only the first k words). We find that as

subinstance sizes increase, both response rates and annotation times increase (non-linearly),

and that the rate of increase varies by dataset.

RQ2. How do static AAL strategies compare with traditional active learning? We find

that simple static strategies result in significantly more efficient learning, even with few

words shown per document. For example, with an annotation budget of one hour, labeling

only the first 25 words of each document reduces classification error by 17% compared

with labeling the first 100 words of each document.

RQ3. How do dynamic AAL strategies compare with static strategies when there is a

reluctant-perfect oracle (reliable)? The drawback of the static strategy is that we must

select a subinstance size ahead of time; however, we find that the optimal size varies by

dataset. Instead, we formulate a dynamic AAL algorithm to minimize cost while maximiz-

ing response rate. We find that this dynamic approach performs as well or better than the

best static strategy, without the need for additional tuning.

RQ4. How do dynamic AAL strategies compare with static strategies when there is a

reluctant-noisy oracle (unreliable)? When the oracle is prone to provide incorrect labels,

one can reduce annotation noise by presenting longer subinstances. We find that the optimal

size varies not only by dataset but also by oracle. We add an additional parameter to our

formulation to allow one to fine-tune the tradeoff between annotation quality and cost. The

resulting AAL-α algorithm performs as well as or better than the best static strategy when

there are adequate estimates of the oracle accuracy.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: we first formalize the anytime
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active learning problem, then propose static and dynamic solutions. Next, we describe our

user studies and how they inform our simulation experiments. Finally, we present the

empirical results and discuss their implications with perfect and noisy oracles.

3.2 Anytime Active Learning (AAL)

In this section, we formulate our proposed anytime active learning as an extension

of standard active learning, and describe the concept of oracle interruption.

3.2.1 Oracle Interruption. We propose an alternative formulation of the active learning

problem in which the student has the added capability of interrupting the human oracle

to request a label while the annotation of xi is being performed. For example, in video

classification, the student may request a label after the oracle has spent only one minute

watching the video. Similarly, in document classification, the student may request a label

after the oracle has read only the first ten words of a document.

Let xki indicate this abbreviated instance, which we call a subinstance. The nature

of subinstances will vary by domain. For example, k could indicate the time allotted to

inspect the instance. In this document, we focus on document classification, where it is

natural to let xki be the feature vector derived from the first k words of document xi.

The potential savings from this approach arises from the assumption that C(xki ) <

C(xi); that is, subinstances are less costly to label than full instances. While the magnitude

of these savings are data-dependent, our user studies below show substantial savings for

document classification.

The immediate problem with this approach is that xki may be considerably more

difficult for the oracle to label. We therefore must account for imperfect oracles [23, 102].

There are at least two scenarios to consider — (1) a reluctant-perfect oracle may decide

not to produce a label for some examples, but labels that are produced are assumed to be

correct; (2) a reluctant-noisy oracle may decide not to produce a label for some examples,
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and labels produced may also be incorrect. In this chapter, first we concentrate our attention

on the reluctant-perfect oracle, and we formulate the problem and algorithms under this

assumption in Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4; then we introduce the reluctant-

noisy oracle and adapt the formulation to reflect this noisy condition in Section 3.5.

In each interaction between the student and oracle, the student presents a subin-

stance xki to the oracle, and the oracle returns an answer a ∈ {y0, y1, n}, where the answer

can be either label y or neutral, n, which represents an “I don’t know” answer. If the oracle

returns a non-neutral answer a for xki , the student adds xi and the returned label (y0 or y1)

to its training data, and finally updates its classifier. If n is returned, the labeled data is

unchanged. In either case, the annotation cost C(xki ) is deducted from the student’s budget

because the oracle spends time inspecting xki even if she returns a neutral label. To choose

the optimal subinstance, the student must consider both the cost of the subinstance as well

as the likelihood that a non-neutral or incorrect label will be returned. Below, we propose

two AAL strategies.

3.2.2 Static AAL Strategies. We first consider a simple, static approach to AAL that

decides a priori on a fixed subinstance size k. For example, the student fixes k = 10 and

presents the oracle subinstances x10
i , which is the feature vector derived from the first 10

words in document i (please see Algorithm 2).

Let Uk = {xki }mi=l+1 be the set of all unlabeled subinstances of fixed size k. In

SELECTSUBINSTANCE (line 3), the student picks xk∗i as follows:

xk∗i ← argmax
xk
i ∈Uk

U(xi)

C(xki )
(3.1)

Note that the utility is computed from the full instance xi, not the subinstance,

since even though the oracle inspects only xki , the oracle is asked to label xi and therefore

xi will be added to the labeled set L (line 8). In our experiments, we consider two utility

functions: uncertainty (STATIC-K-UNC), which sets U(xki ) = 1 − maxy PL(y|xi), and
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Algorithm 2 Static Anytime Active Learning
1: Input: Labeled data L; Unlabeled data U ; Budget B; Classifier P (y|x); Subinstance

size k

2: while B > 0 do

3: xki ← SELECTSUBINSTANCE(U , k)

4: U ← U \ {xi}

5: a← QUERYORACLE(xki )

6: B ← B − C(xki )

7: if a 6= n then // Non-neutral response

8: L ← L ∪ (xi, a)

9: P (y|x)← UPDATECLASSIFIER(L, P )

constant (STATIC-K-CONST), which sets the utility of each subinstance to one, U(xki ) = 1.

We use STATIC-K-CONST as a baseline for other AAL methods because it is an anytime

version of random sampling.

3.2.3 Dynamic AAL Strategies. The static strategy ignores the impact that k has on

the likelihood of obtaining a neutral label from the oracle. In this section, we propose

a dynamic strategy that models this probability directly and uses it to guide subinstance

selection (see Algorithm 3).

Let Q(z|xki ) be the probability distribution that models whether the oracle will re-

turn an “I don’t know” answer (i.e. a neutral label) for the subinstance xki , where z ∈

{n,¬n}. The objective of SELECTSUBINSTANCE (line 3) is to select the subinstance that

maximizes utility and the probability of obtaining a non-neutral label, ¬n, while minimiz-

ing cost:

xk∗i ← argmax
xk
i ∈Uk∈S

U(xi)Q(z = ¬n|xki )
C(xki )

(3.2)

In contrast to the static approach, where the algorithm searches over a predetermined set
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Algorithm 3 Dynamic Anytime Active Learning
1: Input: Labeled data L; Unlabeled data U ; Budget B; Classifier P (y|x); Neutrality

classifier Q(z|xki ); Neutrality labeled data Lz ← ∅.

2: while B > 0 do

3: xki ← SELECTSUBINSTANCE(U)

4: U ← U \ {xi}

5: a← QUERYORACLE(xki )

6: B = B − C(xki )

7: if a 6= n then // Non-neutral response

8: L ← L ∪ (xi, a)

9: P (y|x)← UPDATECLASSIFIER(L, P )

10: Lz ← Lz ∪ (xki , ISNEUTRAL(a))

11: Q(z|xki )← UPDATECLASSIFIER(Lz, Q)

of substances of size k (e.g., Uk), the dynamic algorithm searches over an expanded set S

of size p, that contains p different subinstance sizes: S = {Uk1 . . .Ukp}. We can illustrate

the search space use by static and dynamic methods as a matrix where each row i allocates

document xi and all its derived subinstances xki in ascending order of size. For example, if

each subinstance is built with increments of 10 words, the diagram illustrates the idea:
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x101 x201 . . . xk1

x102 x202 . . . xk2
...

x10i x20i . . . xki
...

x10n x20n . . . xkn

. . . x1001 x1

. . . x1002 x2
...

. . . x100i xi
...

. . . x100n xn



FullFixed

where xki truncates document xi after the k-th word.

The immediate question is how to estimate Q(z|xik). We propose a supervised

learning approach using the previous interactions with the oracle as labeled examples. That

is, we maintain an auxiliary binary labeled dataset Lz containing (xki , zi) pairs (line 10),

indicating whether subinstance xki received a neutral label or not.2 This dataset is used to

train the neutrality classifier Q(z|xik) (line 11). Algorithm 3 outlines this approach, where

ISNEUTRAL maps the oracle answer to z (i.e., n or ¬n). As in the static strategy, we

consider two settings of the utility function: uncertainty (DYNAMIC-UNC) and constant

(DYNAMIC-CONST). While both DYNAMIC-UNC and DYNAMIC-CONST consider the cost

of annotation, DYNAMIC-UNC balances utility with the chance of receiving a non-neutral

label, while DYNAMIC-CONST simply maximizes the chance of a non-neutral label.

Even though the formulation in Equation 3.2 uses predetermined subinstances sizes,

it does not lose generality. For example, consider the option of estimating the next size

to be tested instead of picking a predefined size. Estimating the next subinstance size is

equivalent to considering all possible sizes, i.e., considering all possible values of k in

xki ∈ Uk ∈ S . For example in a text classification task, we can define k as a variable in

2Mazzoni et al. [55] use a similar approach to identify “irrelevant” examples.
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the discrete range [1, K], thus the algorithm will search over all possible sizes from 1 to

K. However, in practice predetermined values based on domain knowledge allows for a

smaller search space and fewer computations.

Furthermore, with enough domain knowledge, S may be built as a flexible set of

subinstances equivalent to a set of subinstances by a predetermined criterion other than

size. For example, for a document one may consider interrupting the oracle after the ap-

pearance of a significant word (e.g., highly weighted feature by the underlying classifier).

However, similar to size, one should determine how many significant words to include per

interruption. We opted for a simple interruption representation given by the number of

words included in the text, also allowing to measure cost of annotation.

3.3 Experimental Evaluation

We used two datasets: (1) IMDB: A collection of 50K movie reviews from IMDB.com

labeled with positive or negative sentiment [53]; (2) SRAA: A collection of 73K Usenet

articles labeled as related to aviation or auto documents [60].

3.3.1 User Studies. To estimate the real-world relationships among subinstance size,

annotation time, and response rate, we first performed several user studies in which subjects

were shown document subinstances of varying sizes and asked to provide a correct label or

an “I don’t know” answer, i.e., a reluctant-perfect scenario.

Each user performed six classification tasks per dataset, labeling document subin-

stances of sizes {10, 25, 50, 75, 100,All}. For example, to create the 50-word task, we

truncated the documents to the first 50 words. For each classification task (IMDB and

SRAA), the users were asked to annotate 20 randomly-chosen documents from each class,

resulting in 40 annotations per task. The documents were presented to the users in random

order. For every subinstance, we recorded the annotation time, the number of words seen,

and the label. We used the average over five users on the IMDB and three users on the
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Figure 3.1. User study results reporting average annotation time in seconds and percent of
neutral labels by subinstance size.

SRAA data.

Figure 3.1 shows the average annotation time (in seconds) and average percentage

of neutral labels returned for each subinstance size. We find that the annotation time varies

by subinstance size and dataset. For instance, in IMDB annotation time of subinstances of

size 50 is 25% greater than for subinstances of size 25. These responses are influenced by

the user experience and domain knowledge familiarity, among other factors.

Intuitively, the annotator will be more likely to provide a non-neutral label when he

can see a larger part of document. This intuition was confirmed by our user studies. Fig-

ure 3.1 shows that the percentage of neutral labels decreases as subinstance size increases.

However, the rate at which the neutral answer decreases differs by dataset. For example,

there was an approximately 50% neutral rate on both datasets for subinstances with 10

words; yet for 75 words the neutral responses were 12% on IMDB and 22% on SRAA. We

speculate that the SRAA dataset is a more specialized domain, whereas classifying movie
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reviews (IMDB) is easier for non-expert human annotators.

3.3.2 Simulations. We use the results of the user study to inform our large-scale studies

on the two datasets.

3.3.2.1 Oracle. In order to compare many AAL strategies at scale, it is necessary to

simulate the actions of the human annotators. Specifically, we must simulate for which

examples the annotator will return a neutral label. We wanted to better reflect the fact that

the lexical content of each subinstance influences the reluctance of the oracle — e.g., if a

subinstance has strong sentiment words it is not likely to be labeled neutral. To accomplish

this, we trained two oracles (one per dataset) that mimic the human annotators. We simu-

lated the oracle with a classifier trained on held-out data; a neutral label is returned when

the class posterior probability for a subinstance xki is below a specified threshold. We tune

this classifier so that the pattern of neutral labels matches that observed in the user study.

At the start of each experiment we fit a logistic regression classifier on a held-out

labeled dataset (25K examples for IMDB; 36K for SRAA). We use L1 regularization con-

trolled by penalty C to encourage sparsity. When the oracle is asked to label a subinstance

xki , we compute the posterior probability with respect to this classifier and compute ora-

cle’s uncertainty on xki as 1 −maxy P (y|xki ). If the uncertainty is greater than a specified

threshold T , then the oracle returns a neutral label. Otherwise, the true label is returned (a

reluctant-perfect oracle scenario).

For each of the datasets, we set C and T so that the distribution of neutral labels

by subinstance size most closely matches the results of the user study. We searched values

C ∈ [0.001, 3] with 0.001 step and T ∈ [0.3, 0.45] with 0.05 step, selecting C = 0.3, T =

0.4 for IMDB and C = 0.01, T = 0.3 for SRAA. Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show the simulated

distribution of neutral labels by subinstance size over the same documents from the user

study, indicating a close match with human behavior.
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To simulate the cost of each annotation, we used a fixed cost equal to the average

annotation time from the user study for subinstances of that size — e.g., for all subinstances

of size 10 for IMDB, the cost is the average annotation time for all subinstances of size 10

in the IMDB user study. In future work, we will consider modeling annotation time as a

function of the lexical content of the subinstance.

3.3.2.2 Student. For the student, we use a logistic regression classifier with L1 regular-

ization using the default parameter C = 1, seeded with a labeled set of two examples. At

each round of active learning, a subsample of 250 examples is selected uniformly from the

unlabeled set U . Following the user study, subinstances of sizes {10, 25, 50, 75, 100} are

created for each example in the subsample and scored according to the appropriate strategy

(Equation 3.1 for static; Equation 3.2 for dynamic). We reserve half of the data for testing,

and use the remaining to simulate active learning. For all methods, we report the average

result of 10 trials.

For both datasets, we use documents that contain at least 100 words. We created bi-

nary feature representations of the documents, using stemmed n-grams (sizes one to three),

pruning n-grams appearing in fewer than five documents. In SRAA, we filtered header

information, preserving only the subject line and body of the messages.

3.4 Results and Discussion

With an oracle simulation and annotation cost in place, we explored the perfor-

mance of several AAL strategies. We examined learning curves for accuracy and area un-

der the ROC curve (AUC) and observed the same trends and behaviors for each; therefore

we include only AUC results here.

In this section, we discuss results of experiments performed under the scenario

where the labels obtained by the student are correct; however, the oracle is allowed to

reject a query (reluctant-perfect). In the subsequent section, we additionally consider an
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Figure 3.2. A comparison of the proportion of neutral responses by subinstance size for the
user studies and the simulated oracles.

oracle that can return incorrect labels (reluctant-noisy).

3.4.1 Smaller subinstances generally outperform larger subinstances. Figure 3.3

shows the performance of STATIC-K-CONST for IMDB and SRAA datasets. These results

consistently show that savings can be achieved by selecting smaller subinstances. For ex-

ample, after an hour of annotation (3600 seconds) on IMDB, inspecting the first 100 words

of each document results in an AUC of 0.75; whereas inspecting only the first 25 words

results in an AUC of 0.79. This suggests that while a smaller k results in a high neutral per-

centage, the time saved by reading shorter documents more than makes up for the losses.

The results for STATIC-K-UNC are similar but are omitted to avoid redundancy.

3.4.2 The optimal subinstance size varies by dataset. Comparing Figure 3.3a to Fig-

ure 3.3b indicates that the optimal k∗ varies by dataset (k∗ = 25 for IMDB, k∗ = 50 for

SRAA). This follows from the observed differences between these datasets in the user study

(Figure 3.1); i.e., the annotation cost rises more slowly with subinstance size in SRAA.
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Figure 3.4. Comparing dynamic AAL to the best of the static AAL approaches. DYNAMIC-
UNC outperforms all methods for IMDB; whereas it is comparable to the best static
approaches for SRAA.
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Figure 3.5. Proportion of subinstance sizes selected by dynamic AAL.

Table 3.1. The percentage of observed neutral labels for DYNAMIC-UNC and DYNAMIC-
CONST, compared with what is expected for subinstances of the observed sizes.

Observed Expected

IMDB
CONST 38% 48%

UNC 36% 45%

SRAA
CONST 36% 50%

UNC 39% 45%

Thus, somewhat bigger subinstances are worth the small additional cost to reduce the like-

lihood of a neutral label.

3.4.3 DYNAMIC-UNC does better than, or equal to, the best static AAL algorithm.

Given the fact that the optimal subinstance size varies by dataset, we examine how the

dynamic approach compares to the static approach. Figure 3.4 compares the dynamic ap-

proach with uncertainty and constant utility (DYNAMIC-UNC, DYNAMIC-CONST) with the

best static methods. We find that the DYNAMIC-UNC outperforms the best static method for

the IMDB dataset (Figure 3.4a). For the SRAA datasets, in Figure 3.4b, the static and dy-
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namic approaches are comparable; however, the advantage of DYNAMIC-UNC is that there

is no need to specify k ahead of time.

3.4.4 Dynamic approaches tend to pick a mixture of subinstance sizes. To better

understand the behavior of the dynamic approaches, Figure 3.5 plots the distribution of

subinstance sizes selected by both approaches. As we can see, the dynamic approaches

select a mixture of subinstance sizes, but heavily favor smaller sizes. Combining this ob-

servation with the results that DYNAMIC-UNC is either able to outperform or perform com-

parable to static approaches, this suggests that the dynamic approach is able to pick small

subinstances that receive non-neutral labels.

Table 3.1 further investigates this by comparing the proportion of neutral labels

observed with the expected proportion based on the user study. That is, by combining the

data from Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.5, we compute the proportion of neutral labels we expect

to see for the observed distribution of subinstance sizes. We can see that the neutrality

classifierQ(z|xki ) enables the dynamic approach to select small subinstances while limiting

the impact of neutral labels.

3.5 Reluctant-Noisy Oracle

The results in the previous section assume that all non-neutral labels returned by

the oracle are correct. In this section we consider an alternate setting in which the oracle

may provide incorrect labels. Thus, the reluctant-noisy oracle may produce one of three

responses: neutral (no label), a correct label, or an incorrect label. This setting may better

reflect cases in which non-expert annotators are used, perhaps to reduce cost.

The reluctant-noisy oracle setting clearly poses additional challenges to the student,

as the noisy labels will likely decrease classification accuracy. Thus, in this setting the

tradeoff between annotation cost and quality becomes even more critical for anytime active

learning. Whereas a neutral label incurs cost with no value, an incorrect label can both
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incur cost and degrade the model.

To accommodate this setting, we make a simple modification to our Dynamic AAL

objective function (Equation 3.2): we introduce a real-valued meta-parameter (α) that mod-

ulates the relative importance of annotation quality and query cost. The resulting objective

function becomes:

xk∗i ← argmax
xk
i ∈Uk∈S

(
U(xi)×Q(z = ¬n|xki )

)α
C(xki )

(3.3)

where U(·), Q, xki , z, and C(·) are the same as they were defined in earlier sections. In this

new formulation, the student implicitly makes the natural assumption that the higher the

student’s estimate of oracle’s confidence, i.e., the higher the Q(z = ¬n|xki ), the less likely

the oracle is to make a mistake in the returned label, whether it be positive or negative. We

call the set of anytime active learning methods that use this formulation AAL-α.

A noisy oracle poses additional challenges for the student because the noisy labels

will likely decrease the student performance. We propose a simple solution in Equation 3.3

to address the noisy labels. In a real-world setting, when the oracle is presented with a

subinstance of 10 words, he is more likely to provide an incorrect label than when presented

with a 100-word subinstance of the same document; however, because of the annotation

cost, the student is more likely to pick a short 10-word subinstance. For example, consider

two subinstances of 10 and 100 words identified as x10
i and x100

i respectively. To pick

x100
i , the student Q model has to be highly confident on the non-neutrality of the 100-word

subinstance, following this inequality Q(¬n|x100
i ) >

C(x100
i )×Q(¬n|x10

i )

C(x10
i )

. For example on the

IMDB data, Q(¬n|x100
i ) should be at least 3 × Q(¬n|x10

i ) so that the student picks the

longer subinstance. However, it is easy to see that if the student is slightly confident about

x10
i , the student will not pick a 100-word subsintace even with full confidence of obtaining

a label. Figure 3.6 shows the effect of α in modulating the utility, Qk refers to Q(¬n|xki ).

Note that in Figure 3.6b Q100 and Q10 are comparable at lower values of Q10, thus giving

chance of longer subinstances to be picked. In contrast, in Figure 3.6a only high values for
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Q100 are comparable to Q10 lower values.

We tested various functions to modulate the importance of annotation. In particular,

when considering two subinstances x10 and x100, considering a large subinstance should

be more likely when confidence Q is low and even small improvements are valuable, as

compared to considering a large instance when the confidence on a label is already high for

a subinstance with only 10 words. An exponential function showed this desirable, although,

other functions may also have a similar shape.
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Figure 3.6. Example of effect of α parameter in modulatingQ probabilities. α allows larger
subinstances to be consider along smaller less expensive subinstances.

We perform experiments under two configurations: one in which the student has ac-

cess to the true Q function, which we denote as Q∗, and the usual setting where the student

has to learn Q from the data. We fit Q using the same approach as in the reluctant-perfect

setting: the student keeps an auxiliary training set Lz containing (xki , zi) pairs indicating

whether subinstance xki received an answer or not. We assume that queries that the oracle
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refuses to answer would be incorrect if a label were provided. In general, the formulation

is flexible and one may use other domain knowledge to replace Q with any model of oracle

accuracy.

3.5.1 Simulating a Reluctant-Noisy Oracle. We extend the oracle simulation described

in Section 3.3 to accommodate noisy labels. To better reflect human oracles, we assume

that the probability of the oracle returning a correct label is proportional to its confidence

in the label. This assumption is supported by recent empirical evidence that human oracles

are aware when they are likely to make a mistake [96]. The choice of whether a query

receives a correct or incorrect label is determined by the outcome of a Bernoulli trial in

which the probability of a correct label is equal to the oracle’s confidence. More formally,

for a subinstance query xki and neutrality threshold T , a response is sampled as follows:

• Compute the oracle’s confidence c = maxy P (y|xki ).

• if 1− c > T :

– return a neutral label

• else: // Return a non-neutral label

– p ∼ Bernoulli(c)

– if p == 1, return a correct label. Else, return an incorrect label

To ensure a fair comparison between methods, the oracle’s response for a particular

subinstance is fixed across all baselines. As before, the oracle classifier is trained on held-

out data, and its regularization parameter C is set to match the user studies, as described in

Section 3.3.

In the experiments below, we additionally investigate how the student performs

under varying levels of oracle noise. To vary oracle noise, we reduce confidence c by a

constant factor in the sampling procedure above to reduce the probability of success in

the Bernoulli trial. We consider settings of this factor that vary the overall percentage of
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incorrect labels between 0% and 20%.

3.5.2 Experimental Results. We performed active learning experiments with a reluctant-

noisy oracle considering randomly sampled documents, where each method sees the same

sequence of documents, and each document has a constant utility. We tested values of

α ∈ {0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100}. Methods that use the estimatedQ are referred to as DYN-

q-CONST-α, and methods that use the true function Q are referred to as DYN-q∗-CONST-α.

Furthermore, we will use α∗ to denote methods that use the empirically optimal value of α

for a given dataset (where performance is measured by area under the learning curve). We

compare the AAL-α strategies with the best performing static strategies for each dataset

(STATIC-K-CONST). The main conclusions of these experiments are as follows:

3.5.2.1 When Q∗ is Known, AAL-α Outperforms the Best Performing STATIC-K-

CONST. Figure 3.7 shows the performance of DYN-q∗-CONST-α with a known model

Q∗ and STATIC-K-CONST. On the noise levels tested, DYN-q∗-CONST-α was able to out-

perform the best performing STATIC-K-CONST, except for SRAA where at 20% noise the

performances are comparable. Compared to students with Q, Q∗ students perform much

better mainly because the estimates of the oracle correctness are better, and thus, the quality

of the labels used. In general, the performance of the student highly depends on the quality

of the estimates of Q∗ available to the student.

There are several supervised and unsupervised methods available in the literature

where Q∗ is estimated for use in active learning algorithms. Du and Ling [25] used the

underlying model class posterior as a proxy for Q∗ and penalize the estimates proportional

to the size of L, considering that as the student improves, so do the estimates ofQ. Donmez

et al. [24] used small subsample of unlabeled queries to request labels from various oracles,

infer the true labels of the queries, and compute the estimated oracle accuracy. Other

strategies use domain knowledge, such the method used by [96] where they used salary
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information of the oracles as an indication of their expertise, thus their reliability.

3.5.2.2 When Q is Learned, AAL-α Performance is Comparable to the Best Perform-

ing STATIC-K-CONST under Low Noise Settings. Figure 3.7 shows the performance

of DYN-q-CONST-α with a learned model Q and and the best performing static approach,

STATIC-K-CONST∗. When the label noise is low, for example less than 10%, the perfor-

mance of DYN-q-CONST-α is comparable to STATIC-K-CONST. For instance, for IMDB

the area under the curve of DYN-q-CONST-α is 0.75 and of STATIC-K-CONST is 0.76 when

the noise is 5%, and the area under the curve of DYN-q-CONST-α is 0.73 and STATIC-K-

CONST is 0.74 when the noise is 10%. We observe the same trend on SRAA results. This

is particularly true at larger budget levels. This can be explained considering that as the

student gets better so do its estimates of Q, thus obtaining better labels. Furthermore, when

the level of label noise is higher, for example 20%, DYN-q-CONST-α is worse than the best

STATIC-K-CONST, as shown in Figure 3.7c.

3.5.3 How to Pick Best α. We have discussed the results of the best performing AAL-α

methods. In this section we will discuss the effect of α on the student performance and

provide some guidance on how to best select this parameter in practice.

3.5.3.1 Best α∗ Value Increases as the Noise Level Increases. Intuitively, as the label

noise increases, the quality of the annotations should have more importance. Table 3.2

shows the respective best α∗ and best STATIC-K-CONST∗ used in Figure 3.7. In these

results, we confirm that the quality of labels is increasingly important as the noise is higher.

This is true both when the student knows the true model Q∗ and when the student learns

the model Q. The α parameter can improve the student tradeoff between the quality and

cost of AAL-α.

Figure 3.8 illustrates an example of how AAL-α is affected by α when Q is learned

by the student. Figure 3.8a and Figure 3.8b show how α affects the learning efficiency
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Figure 3.7. Best performing static and dynamic AAL-α methods under various levels of
label noise. k∗ is the best performing STATIC-K-CONST, and α∗ is the best performing
AAL-α methods. Noise levels are based on the average error of the simulated oracle.
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by affecting the annotation cost. Figure 3.8c and Figure 3.8d show that as α increases the

student prefers longer documents, thus affecting the use of the budget and the quality of

annotation. In general, we observed a similar trend on the AAL-α method when the perfect

Q∗ is known so we omit the graphs to avoid redundancy.

3.5.3.2 The Quality of Q Estimates Affect the Best α Value. For AAL-α methods, let

αQ be the alpha resulting in the best performance using a learned Q model, and let αQ∗ be

the α resulting in the best performance using a known Q∗ model. We observed that best

αQ is much larger than αQ∗ , especially with higher levels of noise, making the quality of

the label more relevant than the cost. In general, a high value of α means that the student

will value a small improvement in quality even at a high cost, thus performing better in

cases of high noise. However, when the small improvements happen at a high confidence

level, the student may prefer a cheaper label. For example, Figure 3.8d shows that α = 100

allows the student to prefer longer subinstances, which improves the learning efficiency of

the student. Note that there is only a small difference in the size distribution of α = 100 and

α = 50, as well as a small difference between both students. We conjecture that this is due

to the student estimate of Q, which produces extreme values (e.g., ≈ 1.0). In which case,

the student prefers a cheaper subinstance over a more confident one because the student is

already extremely confident.

Further analysis of the effect of α shows that with a big enough α the student will

prefer subinstances the oracle is most confident about, regardless of the annotation cost. Let

qmax = maxyQ(y|xki ) be the maximum confidence of Q for subinstances xki in document

xi, and let qj = maxyQ(y|xji ) be the confidence of the oracle for subinstance xji where

xji is picked by AAL-α algorithms (according to Equation 3.3). Our experiments show

that a big value of α encourages the AAL-α student pick the most confident subinstance

of a document all the time, i.e., qmax = qj . However, when the confidences of qmax and

qj are close to 1, AAL-α student may prefer a less confident subinstance at a lower cost,
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Figure 3.8. Example of the effect of α on the student performance and subinstance size
distributions. The average oracle error is 20%. As α increases the student performance
increases, and the number of larger subinstances also increases.
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Table 3.2. The best setting of α for each noise level, as seen in Figure 3.7. Noise level is
based on the average oracle error. k∗ correspond to best STATIC-K-CONST, αQ∗ is the
best DYNAMIC-CONST-α with known Q∗, and αQ is the best DYNAMIC-CONST-α with
learned Q.

IMDB SRAA

Noise Level k∗ αQ∗ αQ k∗ αQ∗ αQ

0% 25 3 0.5 50 3 10

5% 25 3 1 100 5 50

10% 50 5 100 100 25 25

15% 100 10 100 100 25 50

20% 100 10 50 100 25 100

where qmax > qj . Usually, qj is within an ε margin from qmax. Table 3.3 shows the

percentage of subinstances picked by AAL-α that match the most confident subinstance,

where qmax ≤ qj + ε. This suggests that under extremely high label noise, it may be best

to choose the most confident subinstances for labeling.

Table 3.3 suggests that as the value of α increases, AAL-α increasingly selects

more most confident subinstances. Furthermore, a big value of α only picks most confident

subinstances, within ε margin.

3.6 Chapter Conclusions

We have shown that more efficient active learning is possible when the student is

allowed to interrupt the oracle. This new approach to active learning requires us to relax

traditional assumptions of uniform annotation cost, reliability, and perfect answers from

the oracle. When the oracle is reluctant, we present an anytime active learning framework

in which the student is allowed to interrupt the oracle to save annotation time. We build on

our previous work that conducted user studies to quantify the relationship between subin-

stance size, annotation time, and response rate. These were used to inform a large-scale

simulated study on two document classification tasks, which showed that although inter-
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Table 3.3. Percentage of subinstances picked by AAL-α that are most confident according
to Q∗ within an ε margin. Bold face numbers show the minimum α to reach complete
agreement per ε between AAL-α formulation and maximum confidence.

IMDB - ε Margin SRAA - ε Margin

α 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.05 0.0 0.001 0.01 0.05

0.5 3% 3% 3% 8% 11% 21% 31% 51%

1 4% 4% 5% 10% 13% 27% 40% 62%

3 32% 32% 36% 52% 28% 47% 63% 89%

5 53% 54% 59% 79% 33% 54% 71% 96%

10 74% 75% 81% 98% 38% 62% 81% 100%
25 89% 90% 96% 100% 46% 75% 94% 100%

50 94% 96% 100% 100% 53% 84% 100% 100%

75 96% 97% 100% 100% 57% 88% 100% 100%

100 97% 98% 100% 100% 59% 91% 100% 100%

ruption can cause the oracle to return neutral labels, interrupting at the right time can lead

to significantly more efficient learning. We found that optimal interruption time depends

on the domain and proposed a dynamic AAL strategy that is better than or comparable to

the best static strategy that uses a fixed interruption time.

In scenarios where the oracle is noisy in addition to being reluctant, we further

adapted our original formulation by adding a parameter α that controls the importance of

annotation quality versus annotation cost. We conducted experiments with various levels

of average oracle noise to study the effect on the anytime active learning algorithms. We

found that, for low to moderate levels of noise, dynamic anytime methods perform at least

as well as the best performing fixed interruption method. Additionally, good estimates of

label quality allow dynamic methods to improve over the fixed interruption approaches.

Furthermore, we provide a deeper analysis of α and offer guidelines on how to select the

best parameter value. We found a positive correlation between the α value and the level of

noise, and we recommend using estimated noise levels to guide the selection of α.
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CHAPTER 4

ACTIVE SNIPPET SELECTION FOR FIXED DOCUMENTS

In this chapter, we will discuss research results on a second scenario of anytime

active learning based on the idea that a human annotator scans an instance during annotation

to find evidence of a label. In contrast to our previous scenario, this setting does not assume

a sequential analysis of an instance.

Active learning aims to reduce annotation effort by carefully selecting the queries

posed to a human annotator. However, traditional approaches leave to the annotator the

task of finding the relevant piece of information to answer the query. In this chapter, we

propose a snippet-based active annotation framework that aims to speed-up the annotation

process by dynamically selecting the relevant piece of information (a snippet) to show to

the annotator. Experiments on text classification datasets show that carefully choosing the

snippets consistently outperforms baselines.

4.1 Introduction

Typically, active learning assumes uniform cost but subsequent work improved ef-

ficiency by recognizing that cost varies by example, e.g., longer documents may take more

time for a human to classify than shorter ones [40, 75, 92].

In the previous chapter, we further refined active learning by letting the learner

directly influence the cost of annotating an example by interrupting the oracle. This inter-

ruption was in the form of truncated documents. In this work, we allowed the learner to

truncate documents to their first k words when presenting them to the human for annota-

tion. This was found to significantly increase annotation efficiency, even accounting for

the fact that the annotators might return more “I do not know” answers (neutral) for the
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labels of the truncated documents. By allowing the learner to select a different length k for

each document, the learning system can navigate the trade-off between the utility, cost, and

quality of an annotation.

In many cases, authors use the lead sentence to reveal the topic of the text, thus

truncating the document to its first k words is intuitive. However, in this paper, we gener-

alize and extend this prior work by allowing the learner to intelligently select an arbitrary

portion of an instance to reveal to the annotator (as opposed to simply selecting the first k

words). For example, consider the task of classifying movie reviews by sentiment. Reviews

may include many sentences irrelevant to the class label such as “I watched this movie with

friends.” However, there is often a key sentence that reveals the sentiment of the review,

such as “I really enjoyed this film” or “It was a waste of time.” Our goal is to enable the

learner to identify such key sentences and show them to the annotator rather than showing

the full document, so that the annotator can return the label much faster. We refer to this

approach as snippet-guided active learning.

By directing attention to the important parts of each instance, snippet-guided ac-

tive learning can reduce overall annotation time and improve learning efficiency. However,

poorly chosen snippets can result in missing or incorrect annotations. For example, in re-

view classification, if the learner chooses a snippet with neutral sentiment, the annotator

may be unable to determine the sentiment of a review. Conversely, the learner might pick a

sentence that does not capture the overall sentiment, and hence the annotator might misla-

bel the full review. Therefore, the learner has to balance between likelihood of selecting the

right snippet and its annotation cost. We propose a model-based criterion that selects snip-

pets with low entropy class posteriors according to the learner. We perform experiments on

two document classification tasks to investigate the following research questions:

RQ1. Does snippet selection outperform document truncation? We find that

considering snippets from any location in a document often results in more efficient learn-
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ing than only considering the initial sentences of the document. For example, in one ex-

periment, one-sentence snippet selection method was able to reach 80% learners accuracy

while being 24% more efficient than a method that always selects the first sentence.

RQ2. How does oracle noise affect snippet selection? Using a simulated oracle,

we find that as the error rate of the oracle increases, the optimal snippet size grows as well.

For a movie review classification task for example, with no label noise3, selecting snippets

containing a single sentence is optimal; but with 15% noise, five sentence snippets perform

best. We attribute this in part to the fact that longer snippets result in fewer oracle errors,

and in part to the fact that oracle errors reduce the accuracy of the learner, in turn hindering

its ability to identify suitable snippets.

RQ3. How does adjusting the snippet size dynamically fare against a fixed

size approach? Given the effect of noise on optimal snippet size, we consider a dynamic

approach that searches over snippets of many possible sizes (e.g., one to five sentences in

length). We find that under low to moderate noise levels, this dynamic approach meets or

exceeds the effectiveness of the best fixed-size method.

RQ4. How does the budget size affect learning efficiency? We find that when

the annotation budget is low, one should choose smaller snippets and explore as many doc-

uments as possible, even at the expense of collecting many neutral answers and incorrect

responses, whereas when the budget is high, one should increase the snippet size to increase

the overall non-neutral response rate and annotation quality.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: we first discuss the problem for-

mulation and details of the proposed methods in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we present

the experimental evaluation, followed by the discussion of the results in Section 4.4. We

3No noise on the non-neutral answers only; the oracle is still allowed to return an “I
do not know” answer if the snippet does not reveal the label.
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discuss related work in Section 2.6 and present our future research directions and conclude

in Section 4.5.

4.2 Methodology

We propose a framework where the active learner is able to decide which snippets to

show the oracle instead of showing full-length instances, thus reducing the overall annota-

tion time and accelerating learning. For example, in video classification the active learner

decides which short representative segment to show the oracle for annotation instead of

full-length videos. Similarly, in document classification the active learner decides which

snippet of the document to show the oracle. In this section we first review anytime active

learning and then formalize our approach to snippet-guided active learning.

4.2.1 Anytime Active Learning. Anytime active learning (AAL), as described in Chap-

ter 3, is an active learning framework where a learner presents only the first k words of

a document to an oracle to obtain training labels. This uses the first k words as key

pieces of documents and redefines U as the set of all possible fragments of size k ∈

{10, 25, 50, 75, 100}. At each iteration of active learning, AAL selects the document frag-

ment that maximizes the following objective function:

xk∗i ← argmax
xk
i ∈Uk∈S

U(xi)Q(z = ¬n|xki )
C(xki )

where xk∗i is the fragment of first k words that optimizes the utility-cost and the probability

of obtaining a non-neutral answer. As we will discuss further in this chapter, one drawback

of this approach is that in order to find a key piece of information within a document, it has

to increase the value of k and thus the cost of annotation, whether k is defined statically

or dynamically. For example, consider a movie review with the plot description followed

by the sentiment statement. AAL has to use a k large enough so that the sentiment of

the document is included in the piece shown to the oracle. In contrast, we address this

drawback allowing for flexibility in the search space while reducing the cost of using the
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Algorithm 4 SNIPPET-GUIDED Active Learning
1: Input: Labeled data L; Unlabeled data U ; Budget B; Classifier PL(y|x)

2: while B > 0 do

3: x∗i ← SELECTBESTINSTANCE(U)

4: s∗i ← SELECTBESTSNIPPET(x∗i )

5: U ← U \ {x∗i }

6: yi ← QUERYORACLE(s∗i )

7: B ← B − C(s∗i )

8: L ← L ∪ (x∗i , yi)

9: PL(y|x)← UPDATECLASSIFIER(L, P )

key sentences. We next describe our proposed method.

4.2.2 Snippet-guided Active Learning. We propose snippet-guided active learning as

a method by which the learner may alter the queries presented to the oracle in order to

accelerate the annotation process. We assume that each instance object can be represented

as a sequence of elements xi = 〈e1i , e2i . . . , eKi 〉. Let Si = {ski ⊆ xi}2
K

i=1 be the set of all

possible subsequences (snippets) of instance xi. In text classification xi is a sequence of

words, and Si is the set of all subsequences of words. Similarly, in video classification,

every frame or group of consecutive frames are the elements that compose the videos.

At each iteration of active learning, the learner selects the best instance for learning

x∗i ∈ U . To request the label of x∗i , the learner searches for the best snippet s∗i ∈ Si and

reveals s∗i to the oracle. The cost of annotation, C(s∗i ), which is the time it takes to inspect

the snippet, is deducted from the budget B, and the answer yi returned by the oracle is

added to the current training set, L ∪ (x∗i , yi), to retrain the learner. This cycle continues

until the budget is exhausted. Algorithm 4 describes this process more formally.

Exhaustive search through all elements in Si is clearly intractable for most problems
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as Si contains all possible subsequences; in practice, however, we can use domain knowl-

edge to restrict the search space. For example, in text, rather than searching over all subse-

quences of individual words, one can search over subsequences of phrases/sentences/paragraphs.

In video, rather than searching over all subsequences of individual frames, one can search

over subsequences of short clips.

The key component of the snippet-guided learning algorithm is how to select the

best snippet s∗i for instance xi. The intuition is to find a key snippet in the instance with

a strong signal of its label. If an inappropriate snippet is chosen, it can cause the oracle

to return an incorrect label or an “I do not know” answer, which we refer to as the neutral

label. Consider the task of sentiment analysis of movie reviews. If the chosen snippet

contains a plot summary and no positive/negative sentiment, the oracle might not be able

to judge the overall sentiment of the review.

Following this intuition, our approach is to fit a classification model to snippets

and to use this model to select snippets with the highest posterior class probabilities. Let

QL(y|ski ) be the conditional probability distribution that models whether a snippet ski ∈ Si

belongs to class y. We use QL to scan through snippets in Si and identify the best snippet

for annotation. We assume that a snippet is more likely to reveal the label of the document

whenQL is more confident about its label. Since we do not know the true label of a snippet,

we take the maximum posterior for each possible assignment. More formally, we define

the best snippet as follows:

s∗i = argmax
ski ∈Si

maxyQL(y|ski )
C(ski )

(4.1)

whereQL is the posterior probability of ski according to the snippet classifier, ski is a snippet

in Si, y is a possible label of ski , and C(·) is the cost of annotation. Assuming s∗i is rep-

resentative of xi’s label, we show s∗i to the oracle and use the oracle’s response to update

L ∪ (xi, yi).
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In the experiments below, we fitQL using all snippets from the examples the learner

collects during the annotation cycle (L). To do so, we use the “document as a sentence”

approach [85], which assumes all the sentences have the label of their document for training

purposes.

4.3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we describe the datasets, the evaluation methodology, and the base-

lines. To allow for comparison with our previous work in Chapter 3, we use the same set-

tings wherever applicable (i.e., pre-processing, classifiers, parameters, etc.) and datasets.

The following selections provide details of the settings used for our experiments.

4.3.1 Budget. We set the budget to the time required by the weakest baseline to reach

within 3% of maximum achievable accuracy. Note that this provides an ample budget

because stronger methods would reach the target performance even faster. The baseline

required 5 hours of annotation time for IMDB and 2 hours for SRAA, where annotation

times were estimated using the user study from Chapter 3.

4.3.2 Evaluation Methodology. We use a train-test split and report results of accuracy

as average over 10 trials. Statistical significance is measured with one-tailed paired t-tests

among the average performance per trial, and significance level p < 0.05. We replicate the

evaluation methodology of our work [62] and use the user studies to inform our simulations,

as follows:

4.3.2.1 Simulated Oracle. To enable large scale experiments we simulated an oracle

using a classifier that is fit on held-out data. However, whereas in prior work we assumed

the oracle would give either a correct or neutral response, in this work, to better reflect

human oracles, we assume that the oracle can return an incorrect answer. To simulate

this, we assume that the probability of the oracle returning a correct label is proportional

to its confidence in the label. This assumption is supported by recent empirical evidence
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Algorithm 5 Simulated Oracle
Input: Query ski , confidence threshold T

c← maxy P (y|ski ). . Compute the oracle’s confidence

if 1− c > T then

return neutral label

else . Return a non-neutral label

p ∼ Bernoulli(c)

if p == 1 then

return a correct label.

else

return an incorrect label

that human oracles are aware when they are likely to make a mistake [96]. The choice of

whether a query receives a correct or incorrect label is determined by the outcome of a

Bernoulli trial in which the probability of a correct label is equal to the oracle’s confidence.

More formally, for a query ski and neutrality threshold T , a response is sampled as shown

in Algorithm 5. For oracle noise, we experimented with various noise levels up to 20% in

5% increments. To ensure a fair comparison between methods, the oracle’s response for a

particular snippet is fixed across all baselines, i.e., the oracle’s responses are fixed at the

beginning of the experiments so that it will return the same answer for the same snippet no

matter which method asks for an answer.

The oracle classifier is an L1-regularized logistic regression implementation of Lib-

Linear [28]. For IMDB, we simulate the oracle using a C = 0.3 parameter, and uncertainty

threshold to return a neutral label of T = 0.4. For SRAA, we use C = 0.01 and T = 0.3

as parameters.

4.3.2.2 Active Learner. For the learner, we also use a logistic regression classifier with L1

regularization. We set its complexity parameter C to its default value of 1. We start every
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experiment with a labeled set of 50 documents selected at random. PL is bootstrapped with

the sentences of labeled set L. At each round of active learning, we select 10 documents at

a time for labeling.

4.3.2.3 Cost Function. For the cost function, we re-use the annotation cost reported the

previous chapter (Figure 3.1 Chapter 3) for 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100 words, and use linear

interpolation for intermediate values. Furthermore, for these two datasets, we assume that

the minimum annotation time is that of 10 words, and the maximum annotation time is

worth 100 words. The reason for these assumptions is that i) even if the learner shows a

very small snippet, the oracle still has to spend time to make a decision, which is roughly 5

seconds on both datasets, and ii) the annotation cost levels off as the snippet size gets large

enough (e.g., a five second increase for 50 to 75 words but only a one second increase for

75 to 100 words on the IMDB dataset).

4.3.3 Implementation Details and Baselines. Unlike our previous approach where we

assumed that the snippets were first 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100 words of a document, in this

chapter, we assume the individual elements ei in documents are sentences and hence the

student is searching over subsets of sentences. The sentences are obtained using a pre-

trained sentence tokenizer [12].

To select the snippets from the learner’s selected documents, we implemented static

and dynamic approaches. Static approaches use snippets of a fixed number of sentences.

For example, all snippets are composed with k sentences. The following are static ap-

proaches:

• FIRST-K, a baseline, the learner selects the first k sentences of each document as a

snippet to query the oracle.

• SS-K, active snippet selection method, where the learner selects the best snippet using

Equation 4.1. Unlike our baseline, this method is allowed to search for the best
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snippet of k sentences anywhere in the document.

In contrast, dynamic approaches look through snippets of various sizes. We studied the

following methods:

• FIRST-1-TO-5, a baseline, as an adaptation of our work in [62], that looks for the

ideal length of the snippet. This method selects from a candidate set of snippets

limited to only first j sentences of each document where the method is allowed to

determine the best j per document j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}.

• SS-1-TO-5, snippet selection, is the proposed method where the learner selects the

best snippet using Equation 4.1 and optimizes for both the snippet size and snippet

location per document, where snippets are allowed to be size j for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}.

We experiment with settings where the learner chooses its documents using ran-

dom sampling. This is to make sure that each snippet selection strategy sees the same set

of documents but differs only on the selected snippet. To further increase tractability of

snippet selection, the candidate set Sji is built using only j contiguous sentences, i.e., a

sliding window of size j, instead of any subset of j sentences.

4.4 Results and Discussion

In this section, we report results investigating the answers to the research ques-

tions asked in Section 4.1. We first investigate the answers to the following two research

questions.

4.4.1 Does Snippet Selection Outperform Document Truncation? How Does Ora-

cle Noise Affect Snippet Selection? Our objective is to accelerate annotation time by

showing a well-chosen snippet to the oracle for annotation, allowing the student to search

over snippets of all sizes. Suppose each method is allowed to select only one sentence per
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document to show the oracle for annotation. We can select the first sentence, i.e., FIRST-1,

or find the best sentences with SS-1. Figure 4.1 compares FIRST-1 and SS-1 under varying

oracle noise on IMDB data. We see that actively selecting snippets SS-1 outperforms se-

lecting the first sentence of each document FIRST-1 across noise levels. While it may not

be surprising that sentences in the middle of the document may be more indicative of the

label than the first sentence, it is somewhat surprising that the learner is able to identify

such sentences even early in training.
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Figure 4.1. Average student accuracy on IMDB data. The methods select one-sentence
snippets as first sentence FIRST-1, and best snippet SS-1. SS-1 outperforms the baselines.

To further compare snippet selection with truncation and noise levels, we run ex-

periments comparing FIRST-K and SS-K with k ∈ {1 . . . 5}. Figure 4.2 shows the average

performance of the classifier as a function of the budget on IMDB data. For readability, we

display up to four methods in each graph: FIRST-1, SS-1, as well as the best performing k

for each of the FIRST-K and SS-K methods.

We note that for noisier oracles, static methods that use snippets of a fixed number
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Figure 4.2. Effect of snippet selection on random document on IMDB. Selecting the best
snippet (SS) outperforms best performing FIRST-K baselines under low levels of noise.
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Figure 4.3. Effect of snippet selection on random document on SRAA. Selecting the best
snippet (SS) is comparable to best performing baselines under low levels of noise.

of sentences need longer snippets to counter the label noise. For example, Figure 4.2a

shows the student performance when the oracle is always correct but may reject an answer.

The best static method is FIRST-1 showing only the first sentence for annotation, whereas

in Figure 4.2c at 20% label noise, the best static method is FIRST-5 which requires to show

five sentences to the oracle.
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Table 4.1. Average percentage of neutral responses from the oracle, and oracle accuracy
on non-neutral responses, from Figure 4.2 for IMDB data. FIRST-1, and best performing
FIRST-* are baselines compared to SS-1, and best performing SS-*.

Method
Oracle Neutrality Oracle Accuracy

0% Noise 10% Noise 20% Noise 0% Noise 10% Noise 20% Noise

FIRST-1 0.35 0.37 0.36 1.00 0.93 0.86

FIRST-* 0.35 0.14 0.12 1.00 0.96 0.92

SS-1 0.31 0.33 0.35 1.00 0.93 0.86

SS-* 0.31 0.25 0.17 1.00 0.94 0.92

Table 4.2. Average percentage of neutral responses from the oracle, and oracle accuracy on
non-neutral responses, from Figure 4.3 for SRAA data. FIRST-1, and best performing
FIRST-* are baselines compared to SS-1, and best performing SS-*.

Method
Oracle Neutrality Oracle Accuracy

0% Noise 10% Noise 20% Noise 0% Noise 10% Noise 20% Noise

FIRST-1 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.98 0.96

FIRST-* 0.34 0.34 0.27 1.00 0.98 0.96

SS-1 0.41 0.43 0.46 1.00 0.98 0.95

SS-* 0.47 0.43 0.48 1.00 0.98 0.95

Similarly, for active snippet selection methods (SS-K) we observe that more label

noise requires longer snippets. Intuitively, a less confident oracle would require more con-

tent from a document to provide a better answer. Thus, larger snippets compensate for the

lower quality of annotation. We observed similar results for SRAA in Figure 4.3.

Comparing the best performing truncation approach (FIRST-*) with the best snippet

selection approach (SS-*), we see on IMDB that SS-* outperforms (at low noise levels) or

matches (at high noise levels) FIRST-*. Further, we see that SS-* uses fewer sentences than

FIRST-*. For example, with 10% label noise (Figure 2b), SS-* requires only two snippets

whereas FIRST-* required twice as many: four sentences.
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Figure 4.4. Relationship between snippet size and label noise. IMDB average student per-
formance per label noise level. Selecting more than one sentence is better than selecting
one when noise is high (e.g., 20% noise). Similar results were observed on SRAA.

We look at a deeper analysis of how the noise affect snippet size selection. Fig-

ure 4.4 shows the average student performance per level of label noise, and various snippet

sizes. Note that as the label noise increases the performance of the student decreases for

all methods. Furthermore, under small label noise selecting one sentence, SS-1, is better

than selecting more expensive snippets of five sentences SS-5. However, selecting SS-5

outperforms SS-1 when the label noise is high. We observed similar results on SRAA data

where longer snippets perform better when there is more label noise.

We next investigate the possible reasons why the snippet selection strategy SS-*

outperforms FIRST-*. When the oracle is shown a few sentences rather than the full doc-

ument, it is quite possible that the chosen snippet might not contain relevant information,

resulting in an ”I don’t know,” i.e., a neutral answer, or the snippet might contain mislead-

ing information, causing the oracle to return an incorrect label. Table 4.1 shows the average

oracle neutral response rate on all snippets and the oracle accuracy on the non-neutral an-

swers, for IMDB (left) and SRAA (right). For IMDB, we observe that SS-1 results in
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lower neutral percentage than FIRST-1 and comparable oracle accuracy at all noise levels.

This result explains why SS-1 is better than or comparable to FIRST-1. Comparing SS-* to

FIRST-*, even though both have comparable oracle accuracies, SS-* is able to elicit fewer

neutral responses than FIRST-* at only low noise levels. Comparing the learner’s accuracies

in Figure 4.2 as noise levels increase, SS-* and FIRST-* have comparable results. This sug-

gests that even though SS-* does not necessarily elicit fewer neutrals at high noise levels,

it is choosing better snippets that in turn improve the learner and make up for the loss in

neutrality rate.

For SRAA in Table 4.2, we observe similar results: the oracle accuracy is the same

or comparable for SS-K and FIRST-K methods. SS-1 results in lower neutrality than FIRST-

1 in all noise levels. Comparing SS-* to FIRST-*, SS-* results in lower neutrality rate

only in noise-free case. However, for SRAA, unlike IMDB, the learner using FIRST-*

outperforms SS-* in noisy cases (Figure 4.3). A possible explanation for SS-* learner’s

performance (Figure 4.3) is that SRAA is a newsgroup classification task and in many cases

the authors of the documents quickly disclose the topic through the subject line, sometimes

in combination with the first sentences of the message body, thus FIRST-K approaches are

more appropriate for this domain.

As a drawback, static approaches such FIRST-K and SS-K require domain knowl-

edge of annotation difficulty or prior knowledge about oracle quality to determine the best

k value for each task. In some domains, this knowledge may be inferred easily or set by

the domain expert. In others, this needs to be adaptively set, as we discuss later in 4.4.2.

4.4.2 How Does Adjusting the Snippet Size Dynamically Fare against a Fixed Size Ap-

proach? Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show the average of the learning curve of the underlying

classifier, for IMDB and SRAA dataset respectively. We include the best performing static

methods FIRST-* and SS-* and the dynamic methods FIRST-1-TO-5 and SS-1-TO-5. We

indicate statistical significance of the winning method with respect to the corresponding
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static or dynamic competitor.

We observe that dynamic versions often outperform or are comparable to their best

static versions under low to moderate noise levels. That is, FIRST-1-TO-5 is better than

or comparable to FIRST-* and SS-1-TO-5 is better than or comparable to SS-* under low

or moderate noise levels. When the noise is higher; however, the best static approaches

outperform their dynamic versions. The disadvantage of the static approaches is, however,

they require the learner to set k once and for all and this might be or might not be possible

depending on the domain.

Comparing dynamic versions to one another, we observe that SS-1-TO-5 signifi-

cantly outperforms FIRST-1-TO-5 under low or moderate noise levels. However, when the

noise is high, SS-1-TO-5 is comparable to FIRST-1-TO-5 methods, for IMDB. In contrast,

for SRAA, we find that SS-1-TO-5 is not able to outperform FIRST-1-TO-5. This result

is similar to what we have observed earlier for SRAA: the first approaches contain the

subject line. Even though the SS can technically search for the subject as well, it is not able

to learn it, whereas FIRST approaches benefit from the subject line implicitly.

For IMDB, we observe the best performing methods have high oracle accuracy and

low neutrality percentages. This is especially noticeable with larger levels of noise. For

example, in Table 4.1 best performing FIRST-* has a lower neutrality than the best SS*,

although the latter is better than FIRST-Kmethods.

4.4.3 How does the Budget Size Affect Learning Efficiency? We study the effect that

the budget size has on how effectively the learner balances quality and cost of annotation.

So far, we have considered use of actively selecting snippets for annotation with a fixed

budget (5 hours for IMDB and 2 hours for SRAA). However, in some cases the annotation

budget may be more restrictive. To investigate the effect of the budget size, we examined

the learning curves of each method at several fractions of the original budget.
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Table 4.3. Average performance of student classifier for IMDB. Average of learning curve
of best performing static methods FIRST-* and SS-*, and dynamic methods FIRST-1-TO-
5, and the SS-1-TO-5 methods. Marked values with * are statistically significant with
respect to their counterparts (static to static and dynamic to dynamic).

Noise Method
Performance per budget

∼ 1hr ∼ 2hrs ∼ 3hrs ∼ 4hrs ∼ 5hrs

0%

FIRST-1* 0.681 0.718 0.738 0.753 0.763

FIRST-3 0.670 0.707 0.727 0.742 0.753

FIRST-5 0.662 0.699 0.721 0.735 0.746

SS-1* 0.690* 0.727* 0.748* 0.763* 0.773*

SS-3 0.676 0.714 0.735 0.750 0.760

SS-5 0.662 0.698 0.720 0.735 0.747

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.684 0.720 0.741 0.755 0.765

SS-1-TO-5 0.689 0.726* 0.748* 0.763* 0.773*

10%

FIRST-* 0.656 0.691 0.711 0.725 0.736

FIRST-1 0.664 0.692 0.709 0.720 0.729

FIRST-3 0.654 0.685 0.704 0.718 0.728

FIRST-5 0.656 0.689 0.710 0.724 0.735

SS-* 0.666* 0.699* 0.717* 0.730* 0.739*

SS-1 0.666* 0.698 0.716 0.727 0.736

SS-3 0.659 0.692 0.712 0.726 0.737

SS-5 0.658 0.691 0.710 0.724 0.734

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.665 0.693 0.711 0.723 0.732

SS-1-TO-5 0.669 0.699* 0.716* 0.728* 0.736*

20%

FIRST-1 0.643 0.665 0.680 0.689 0.696

FIRST-3 0.646 0.673 0.690 0.701 0.710

FIRST-5* 0.649 0.680 0.699 0.713 0.723

SS-* 0.651 0.683 0.703 0.716 0.725

SS-1 0.643 0.665 0.680 0.689 0.696

SS-3 0.646 0.673 0.690 0.701 0.710

SS-5 0.649 0.680 0.699 0.713 0.723

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.644 0.667 0.681 0.691 0.698

SS-1-TO-5 0.648 0.672 0.686 0.696 0.703
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Table 4.4. Average performance of student classifier for SRAA. Average of learning curve
of best performing static methods FIRST-* and SS-*, and dynamic methods FIRST-1-TO-
5, and the SS-1-TO-5 methods. Marked values with * are statistically significant with
respect to their counterparts (static to static and dynamic to dynamic).

Noise Method
Performance per budget

∼1 /2 hr ∼ 1hrs ∼ 11/2 hrs ∼ 2hrs

0%

FIRST-* 0.855 0.874 0.882 0.888

FIRST-1 0.854 0.873 0.881 0.886

FIRST-1 0.854 0.873 0.881 0.886

SS-* 0.854 0.873 0.881 0.886

SS-1 0.854 0.873 0.881 0.886

SS-1 0.854 0.873 0.881 0.886

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.854 0.873 0.882 0.887

SS-1-TO-5 0.849 0.868 0.878 0.884

10%

FIRST-* 0.849 0.864* 0.872* 0.876*

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.849* 0.863* 0.869* 0.872*

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.849* 0.863* 0.869* 0.872*

SS-* 0.845 0.859 0.865 0.869

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.849* 0.863* 0.869* 0.872*

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.849* 0.863* 0.869* 0.872*

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.849* 0.863* 0.869* 0.872*

SS-1-TO-5 0.839 0.853 0.859 0.864

20%

FIRST-* 0.837 0.851 0.859 0.863

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.840* 0.850* 0.857* 0.860*

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.840* 0.850* 0.857* 0.860*

SS-* 0.832 0.845 0.852 0.856

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.840* 0.850* 0.857* 0.860*

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.840* 0.850* 0.857* 0.860*

FIRST-1-TO-5 0.840* 0.850* 0.857* 0.860*

SS-1-TO-5 0.833 0.843 0.847 0.850
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Table 4.5. Average accuracy of static methods per budget with 10% label noise, on IMDB.
Highest values are highlighted.

Method
Avg. Performance per Budget (hrs.)

1 2 3 4 5

FIRST-1 0.664 0.692 0.709 0.720 0.729

FIRST-2 0.663 0.694 0.712 0.725 0.735
FIRST-3 0.654 0.685 0.704 0.718 0.728

FIRST-4 0.656 0.691 0.711 0.725 0.735
FIRST-5 0.656 0.689 0.710 0.724 0.735

Table 4.5 shows the average performance of static methods on IMDB per budget

level. We observe that with increasing budgets, the k of the best method tends to be higher.

For example, with one hour of budget the best static method is k = 1 whereas with five

hours the best k is 5 sentences (two and four sentences perform with the same average;

however, the curve end point for five is best). We observed a similar trend for SS-K methods

but we omitted them to avoid redundancy. On SRAA, the trends are less clear due to the

small differences among the performances.

4.5 Chapter Conclusions

Typical active learning learning methods have been developed under the assumption

that the annotation cost depends entirely on the oracle. Anytime active learning proposed

a framework to allow the active learner to intervene in annotation by estimating the maxi-

mum amount of time needed for annotation and interrupting the oracle. We described and

presented a new active annotation strategy that condenses an instance to a smaller snippet

to reduce the annotation time and effort. We proposed a model-based approach capable of

identifying the key snippet in a document (located in an arbitrary position) and showed that

it can result in more efficient learning than fixed-snippet strategies.
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CHAPTER 5

ACTIVE DOCUMENT-SNIPPET PAIR SELECTION

In this chapter, we describe an AAL that simultaneously select the documents and

snippets to accelerate annotation and improve spending efficiency. In previous chapters we

discussed anytime active learning as a new active learning approach that allows the active

learner to manipulate the queries posted to the oracle in order to produce savings. In previ-

ous chapters, we explored AAL where given a document, the learner accelerates annota-

tion by interrupting the oracle through truncated documents, and by extracting key pieces

of information to show the expert. In contrast, in this section we will build a decision-

theoretic framework that allows the active learning algorithm to choose simultaneously the

best document for learning, where in the document to extract a snippet, and for how long

to allow the expert to review the snippet.

5.1 Introduction

We introduce a framework in which the active learner has the ability to select the

best instance for annotation, extract a snippet from the example, and ask the expert his/her

best guess. For example, in document classification, we may show the expert a snippet

located in an arbitrary location k of a document, and ask for the expert for his best guess at

the document label.

Ideally, an active learner picks the optimal example and corresponding snippet to

show the expert for annotation. The optimal example maximizes the performance of the

classifier at the least cost possible, if labeled and added to the training data [50, 66]. Graphi-

cally, the optimal example allows the model to achieve the highest point in the performance

learning curve (i.e., highest slope) from the current performance. In anytime active learn-

ing, the algorithm needs to find a snippet to show the expert, estimate how much time the
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expert will spend on that snippet, and predict if the expert will return an answer at all. Fur-

ther, the algorithm would estimate the likelihood of the expert returning the correct answer.

We refer to this method as optimal anytime active learning, since the learner selects the

optimal example for annotation using anytime capabilities.

Of course, in order to find the example that yields the highest improvement, the

learning algorithm needs access to the evaluation metric and a validation test for measuring

improvement. However, in some cases the validation set may not be available or may not

be representative of the domain data. Furthermore, annotating documents through snippets

may cause the expert to select the incorrect label. Our active learning framework, thus

models the tradeoff between the value of the (possibly incorrectly labeled or not answered)

instance, the cost of annotating a snippet (time to review the snippet), and the relevance

of the snippet (to convey the instance label). At each iteration, the algorithm searches

over document-snippet pairs to optimize this tradeoff — for example, to decide between

asking the human expert to spend more time on the current document or move on to an-

other document. We build upon a decision-theoretic formulation [38], where the value of

a document-snippet pair is the expected improvement in performance after the instance is

added to the training set. The pair with the highest improvement is used for annotation.

While previous active learning research has considered the cost-benefit ratio for

selecting instances [23], as well as the annotation error [40], our method considers which

snippet to use for annotation, and whether the expert may return a correct response or

reject the request. Though closely related, our framework differs from other look-ahead

methods [66]; in our method we also consider which snippet and what size of snippet to

show the expert to guarantee a cost-effective annotation. We experimented with several

text classification tasks to test our method empirically. In particular, we provide an answer

to the following research questions:

RQ1. How do optimal methods compare to passive and active fixed methods? We
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found that our method is able to outperform random sampling with fixed snippets of vari-

ous sizes. Furthermore, OPTIMAL-AAL performs well when compared to active learning

with fixed snippets. For example, for a sentiment analysis dataset our method is 8% more

efficient in average than the best fixed baseline.

RQ2. How does length of the document affect the snippet selection? We found that

in general anytime active learning methods are able to balance cost, by selecting shorter

snippets, and utility of selecting document-snippet pairs. Our method outperforms or is

comparable to the active learning baselines.

RQ3. How does cost and response rate affect the learning efficiency of the student?

We found mixed results related to the effect of cost, likely dependent of the domain, where

in some domains our method is able to handle a steep cost function better than the baselines.

RQ4. How does the validation set affect learning efficiency? We found that the vali-

dation set used to compute utility measures has a big influence on the performance of our

method. We empirically show that larger validation sets prove better for final results.

5.2 Methodology In this section, we first present the problem formulation and formally

discuss our proposed method. We detail our method components and elaborate on imple-

mentation considerations.

5.2.1 Active Document-Snippet Pair Selection. An optimal anytime active learning

strategy selects the document-snippet pair
〈
xi, s

k
i

〉
that is expected to produce the highest

improvement, once its labeled document is added to the training set. This decision-theoretic

approach is illustrated graphically by selecting the document-snippet pair that is expected

to produce the maximum improvement in the classifier learning curve, i.e., the largest slope

in the next active learning iteration. Note that if the slope is less or equal to zero, i.e., using

the pair will not help the classifier’s performance, the algorithm may decide to skip such

query even if it incurs in the cost of annotation. If the slope is greater than zero, then
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the learner can decide which pair yields the highest performance (i.e., highest in y-axis) at

lowest cost (i.e., lowest in x-axis).

5.2.2 Expected Utility for Anytime Active Learning. The best document-snippet pair

< x∗i , s
∗
i > maximizes the expected utility of the query over all possible labels of ski .

We assume the expert may reject a query or answer with a label which may be incorrect.

More formally, let y ∈ {y0, y1, n} be the possible labels of snippet ski according to a

reluctant expert. The expert can provide a label y0, or y1, or reject the query with an ”I

don’t know” answer or neutral label n. Let PE be a probabilistic classifier that models

the oracle responses. Let UtililtyV(xi, y) be a utility function that measures the benefit of

adding document xi with label y to the training set. The objective is to find the optimal pair

< x∗i , s
∗
i > that maximizes the expected utility of knowing the label of document x∗i :

argmax
ski ∈C

E[(xi, ski )] = argmax
(xi,ski )∈C

Y∑
y

PE(y|ski )× Utility(xi, y)
C(ski )

(5.1)

where xi ∈ U is a candidate document, ski ∈ xi is a snippet of the candidate

document, PE(y|ski ) is the posterior probability of yi given ski , Utility(·) is a measure of

improvement should document xi be labeled, and C(·) is the annotation cost (e.g., the

time the expert reviews a snippet). For simplicity of explanation, we assume a binary

classification task; however, this assumption can be easily generalized to multiple label

values.

In contrast to our previous formulation, where the learner dynamically selects doc-

uments and its truncation point, the objective in Equation 5.1 allows the algorithm to find a

snippet to show the expert, estimate how much time the expert will spend on that snippet,

and predict if the expert will return a neutral answer.

Next, we describe the components of the objective function and describe imple-
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mentation details of the algorithm.

5.2.3 Utility Function. In general, the utility function tells us how good a classifier is and

allows us to compare the current classifier with future versions when acquiring new labels.

Our utility function Utility(·) is given by the improvement on the classifier performance

per unit cost [35]; however, alternative definitions can be used depending on the domain.

Formally, the improvement of performance is the difference between the current classifier

train onL and a future version of the classifier trained on an extended training setL∪(xi, y),

given by:

UtilityV(xi, y) = PerfV(L ∪ (xi, y))− PerfV(L) (5.2)

where PerfV(L) is the performance measure of a classifier trained on L, and PerfV(L ∪

(xi, y)) is the performance measure of the classifier when (xi, y) is added to the training set.

These type of approaches are referred to as look-ahead methods because they evaluate the

effect of adding an instance into the current training set. The performance of the classifier

is measured over a validation set V of labeled instances. We will discuss this in more detail

in Section 5.2.4.

The classifier performance can be measured with any metric of interest depending

on the domain. This measure should be aligned to the testing measure for optimal results.

For example, in text classification classifier accuracy is often used as the preferred perfor-

mance measure. However, it may be trivial to obtain a high score if the label distribution is

imbalanced.

Typically, the performance measure PerfV(PL) is defined as a loss function, L(PL(y|x)),
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and the objective is to minimize said loss:

PerfV(PL) = E [L(PL(y|x)]

=

∫
x

L(PL(y|x))P (x)

≈ 1

|V|
∑
x∈V

L(PL(y|x))

However, when using a loss function as a performance metric, Equation 5.2 should

be −Utility(·) so that it measures the improvement properly. A common loss function is

0/1 loss to measure the accuracy of classifier. However, because we do not know the true

label of the instances in the unlabeled set V , we need to use proxies for the loss function L.

For example, a proxy for 0/1 loss is:

PerfV(PL) =
1

|V|
∑
x∈V

1−max
yj

PL(y
j|x) (5.3)

One problem with this proxy in practice is that it trivially achieves 0 loss when all

the instances are classified into one class with probability 1. Thus, the reliability of this

loss function depends on the calibration of the student probabilities. We could use AUC as

a performance measure to obtain a more effective classifier.

Another alternative measure is predicting probabilities of the underlying classifier.

This measure provides a smoother function of the degree of the classifier’s forecasting

abilities, in contrast with a 0/1 loss measure which works as a step function of correct

predictions. A simple formulation using the predicted probabilities is as follows:

PerfV(PL) =
1

|V|
∑
x∈V

1− PL(y∗|x) (5.4)

where y∗ is the true label of instance x. This measure of performance is aimed to directly

aligned the classifier performance to the oracle performance.

Replacing the expected utility Equation 5.2 in Equation 5.1, the updated objective
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function is as follows:

argmax
xi,ski ∈C

E[(xi, ski )] = argmax
xi,ski ∈C

Y∑
y

PE(y|ski )× (Perf(L ∪ (xi, y))− Perf(L))
C(ski )

where the cost and probabilities in the expectation depend on the snippet ski and the perfor-

mance only depends on adding a document and the possible labels. These considerations

may be used to efficiently implement the formulation.

5.2.4 Validation Set. The utility function uses a validation set, V , to determine the future

performance of the underlying classifier. The validation set is typically a held-out labeled

data or the test set itself. The validation set should be large enough to be representative of

the test set, and to prevent overfitting of the underlying model. However, a validation set

is not always available when labeled instances are scarce or instances are hard to obtain as

well. In such cases, the available training labeled data L is a proxy for the validation set.

Typically, the evaluation measure is computed as the average of a cross-validation score to

approximate the future performances. For example, a candidate xi is added to all training

folds, and the performance is measured on the corresponding testing fold. The performance

measure is an average over the fold measures.

5.2.5 Revisiting Early Decisions. Note that in Algorithm 4, our search space is updated

by eliminating the snippet used for annotation [82]. Other snippets of the same document

xi remain in the pool as candidates. At early states of active learning, we expect the clas-

sifier PL to be less reliable; thus, it is more likely to induce annotation error by selecting a

less than optimal snippet. When PL improves, it may select a different snippet from a doc-

ument that already belongs to L. If a document is still considered to produce improvement

in the student classifier, then the algorithm may request a second label for a known docu-

ment through a different snippet. Sheng et al. [82] showed that in many cases, re-labeling

instances can produce significant improvement in learning efficiency. This revisiting strat-

egy is particularly useful when the training is significantly small, the cost of obtaining

instances (even if unlabeled) is high, or the underlying classifier is highly sensitive to label
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noise; however, relabeling is not effective in all cases [49].

5.2.6 Cost Function. The cost function C(ski ) determines how much effort is needed

to inspect a snippet ski . This cost depends on factors, such as instance features, oracle

expertise, task, and how much information ski includes. In active learning literature, there

are various methods to infer the cost function, such as basing it on domain knowledge, or

using a proxy to expert quality. In this chapter, we make a simplifying assumption and

assume that the cost of annotation depends on how many words are presented to the oracle.

In general, annotation time increases at a faster rate for short documents than for

long documents, as we observed in our user studies. For example, the cost difference

between five to 10 words is larger than the difference between 100 and 105 words. To

avoid the need for user studies for every new dataset, we define a cost function for text

classification tasks as follows:

Cost(w) = a× logbw + c (5.5)

where w is the number of words and w ∈ [1, inf], a represents the slope of the cost function

and c represents the minimum cost of annotating one word.

5.2.7 Implementation Details. In this section, we provide details on how we imple-

mented our objective function Equation 5.1 and describe the search space of the function.

5.2.7.1 Decision Process. Consider requesting a label for a snippet pair
〈
xi, s

k
i

〉
by

showing ski to the oracle. The oracle may reject the query (if the snippet is irrelevant), in

which case the utility will come from obtaining a neutral label (this utility may be zero).

Let’s consider this a small constant utility ε, where after obtaining the neutral answer the

student classifier remains unchanged (i.e., student oracle is not re-trained). However, if the

query is answered, the utility of labeling ski is derived from obtaining a label y0 or y1, and

updating the train set as L∪(xi, yi). Note that each possible label obtained from snippet ski ,

the full instance xi may take any of the class labels and the utility depends on the document.
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Figure 5.1 illustrates the steps in decision process:

Neutral

neutral

ε = 0

n

label

utility

U(xi, y
0)

y0

U(xi, y
1)

y1

y0

utility

U(xi, y
1)

y0

U(xi, y
0)

y1

y1

¬n

Figure 5.1. Decision-theoretic approach to pick an instance to query. U(·) is the measure
of improvement.

The neutral response depends on what snippet the oracle sees as well as the label

obtained as an answer. The utility to the underlying classifier depends on the full instance

added to the training set with a label and the annotation cost of the snippet.

5.2.7.2 Search Space. In general, at every iteration the algorithm picks the best< xi, s
k
i >

for learning and requesting the label. Let C = {< xi, s
k
i >∈ U}si=1 be the search space that

contains all instance-snippet pairs available to the learning algorithm. If we organize the

candidate pairs where each row represents the pairs of a document xi we can illustrate the

search space as follows:
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where ski is a snippet from xi. Note that we can use a function to generate snippets system-

atically, e.g., based on domain knowledge. For example, in text classification one can use

natural language processing techniques to create document summaries as snippets for the

documents. A well thought function to generate the search space in C can greatly reduce

the computations needed to find the best document-snippet pair.

5.2.8 Other Considerations. An optimal AAL requires more computations and re-

sources. A naive implementation may increase the computational complexity of the ap-

proach. We point to some additional considerations when using look-ahead strategies:

• Some models allow incremental training, and potentially reduce the overhead of re-

training a classifier for every possible label. For example, some implementation of

naive bayes classifiers allow training in batches. However, incremental training is

only available on some models.

• The expected utility incurs in the same computations whether the approach uses full

documents or all possible snippets, because snippets are only used to obtain the la-

bels and only full documents are added to L. A careful implementation of expected

utility can reuse utility values for snippets of the same document. Furthermore, some

computations may be skipped based on similarity of the instances. However, this
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consideration depends on the domain.

• Ideally, a large validation set V is available during training, however, this may not be

case. The initial labeled set may be split into validation and bootstrap to compensate

for the lack of validation data. Depending on the test measure, an unsupervised utility

measure may be available that can be computed on the unlabeled set.

• The choice of utility function should, however, be aligned to the performance mea-

sure the underlying classifier is being tested on. This allows the active learner to

directly optimize over the target measure. Our formulation allows to plug-in a sig-

nificant measure according to the task.

5.3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we describe the datasets, evaluation methodology, provide details of

simulations, and define the baseline methods used to evaluate our strategy.

5.3.1 Datasets. We ran our experiments on four text classification datasets. (1) Amazon

fine foods: is a collection of food product reviews from amazon.com with positive and

negative sentiment collected by [56], we subsample reviews with ratings greater and less

than three stars. (2) Arxiv: is a collection of abstracts from research papers published in

the arxiv.org website under artificial intelligence (cs.AI) and machine learning (stat.ML)

categories. (3) IMDB: is a collection of movie reviews from imdb.com labeled with pos-

itive and negative sentiment [53]. (4) 20News: is a subset of the 20 newsgroups dataset

that includes documents from alt.atheism and talk.religion.misc categories [65]. Table 5.1

summarizes the datasets characteristics.

We pre-process these datasets using a binary bag-of-words representation and stemmed

one-grams. We eliminate all terms that appear in less than five documents in the corpus,

and we eliminate all empty documents. We only use the body of the documents, ignoring
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subject lines and titles, to make the classification task more realistic.

Table 5.1. Dataset statistics for document-snippet pair selection. Number of documents
in training set (Train), label distribution (Dist.), average number of sentences per docu-
ment (Sent/doc), average number of words per sentence (Words/sent), average number of
words per document (Words/doc), and total number of sentences in the data (Num.Sent).
Standard deviation included (±)

Dataset Train Dist. Sent/doc Words/sent Words/doc Num. Sent.

Amazon 164K 50% 5 (±4) 16 (±13) 82 (±8) 842 K

Arxiv - ML 6.9K 49% 6 (±2) 23 (±10) 144 (±54) 44 K

IMDB 25K 50% 12 (±9) 19 (±13) 232 (±172) 311 K

20NG - Religion 828 43% 13 (±28) 16 (±2) 214 (±498) 10 K

5.3.2 Evaluation Methodology. We compute the accuracy of each method by average

over five random train-test splits of the data. Our experiments are simulated as follows:

5.3.2.1 Oracle Simulation. For our large scale experiments, we use a trained multinomial

naive bayes classifier to simulate an oracle. We used all available training data to induce a

classifier using default parameters. When the oracle is asked a label, we returned the pre-

dicted label from this classifier, thus producing a noisy response depending on the instance.

Like with a human oracle, the simulated oracle only has access to the snippet selected by

the active learning method to produce a label.

To simulate the oracle neutral response, we use the oracle confidence on a query

to return a neutral label. If the confidence on a label (maxPL(y|x)) is lower than a set

threshold T the oracle will return a neutral label; otherwise, we return the predicted label

according to the classifier. We tested high and low neutral rate levels using T = {0.7, 0.6}.

For example, for a threshold T = 0.7 the oracle should have a confidence higher than 0.7

to return a label.

5.3.2.2 Student. The underlying classifier tested and reported in the learning curves is
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a multinomial naive bayes classifier with default parameters, trained on the queried doc-

uments at each iteration. Use a multinomial naive bayes classifier to model the oracle

probability distribution on the snippets PE; this classifier is trained on an additional labeled

set of the bootstrap snippets, and the queries and their corresponding labels.

Our baselines use a utility-cost ratio formulation to select document and fixed snip-

pet strategies to select the queries. The methods use variable cost, and fixed interruption

methods for snippet selection. The following are the baselines to our proposed work:

First-k: These methods select snippets composed of the first k sentences of the document.

We used values of k in the [1, 5] range. These methods have a reduced and fixed

search space.

Uncertainty-k: These methods apply a fixed interruption to an uncertainty sampling strat-

egy. In this case, the documents are selected based on the uncertainty of the underly-

ing classifier, and the snippet is fixed to be the first k sentences.

Our optimal anytime active learning method, OPTIMAL-AAL, selects document-

snippet pairs according to Equation 5.1. We randomly subsampled the unlabeled instances

to a pool of 25 candidate documents to allow faster computation of utilities. We compute

the expected utility of a candidate document using the available labeled data. The utility

is computed as the average measure of utility improvement and cost ratio on a held-out

validation set. We use half of the bootstrap labeled instances as our validation set. Note that

the baselines use the full bootstrap set as the seed of active learning, whereas OPTIMAL-

AAL only uses half of that. All methods use a 300 instance bootstrap.

All methods use the same heuristic to generate the possible snippet of a document.

We obtain all sentences in a document and generate snippets by sliding a size window of

size k. In our proposed method, we generate snippets of size k = 1 sentence, k = 2
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sentences, up to k = 5 sentences.

5.4 Results

In this section, we will discuss the experiment results comparing our proposed

method OPTIMAL-AAL with the defined baselines. We will discuss our research ques-

tions and present the relevant results to those questions.

5.4.1 How does OPTIMAL-AAL Compare to Random Fixed-K Methods? An easy

way to determine whether there is actual learning is to use a random sampling strategy. We

defined FIRST-K as a basic baseline to compare our active strategy. Figure 5.2 shows the

student performance on all datasets when the cost function is low (parameter is A = 0.5),

and the neutrality is low (confidence threshold T = 0.6). Similar results were observed for

the remaining cost-neutrality combination scenarios we tested. In most cases, our proposed

method is able to outperform all FIRST-K baselines as expected.
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Figure 5.2. Comparing OPTIMAL-AAL to baselines on four datasets on low cost and low
neutrality.

5.4.2 How does OPTIMAL-AAL Compare to other Expected Utility Methods? We

further contrasted our proposed method with active strategies. We compared UNC-K base-

lines using fixed values of k from 1 to 5 to form the snippet shown to the oracle. Consistent

with results of previous chapter (Chapter 4), we observed that the best performing k varies

across neutrality and cost conditions. In general, we observe that OPTIMAL-AAL out-
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performs or is comparable to UNC-K. OPTIMAL-AAL is able to effectively find the best

snippet of an arbitrary size and improve learning efficiency. Figure 5.3 shows the perfor-

mance of the learner for UNC-K and OPTIMAL-AAL on all four datasets with a high cost

(A = 3) and high neutrality level (T = 0.7). OPTIMAL-AAL outperform the baselines on

IMDB, and is comparable on Amazon and 20NG. Furthermore, on IMDB OPTIMAL-AAL

is able to improve over the baselines ever when the baselines have reached a plateau. An

advantage is that OPTIMAL-AAL does not need to set a fixed snippet size in advance in

contrast to the baselines.

However, we note that OPTIMAL-AAL has a lower starting point in the learning

curve because the method only uses half of bootstrap for training, giving an advantage at

the beginning in favor of the baselines by starting with a better classifier. Despite this

disadvantage, our method is still able to quickly catch up with the baselines and con-

tinue learning. Furthermore, when evaluating how well each method optimizes the utility

performance measure, OPTIMAL-AAL outperforms or is comparable to the baselines on

most cases (14 out of 16 cases), as expected because it is directly optimizing the measure.

For example, Figure 5.4 shows the utility measure of all methods on Arxiv dataset where

OPTIMAL-AAL is comparable to the baselines, even though other performance measures

are not better. Further analysis shows that even though uncertainty is not designed to opti-

mize the measure, it is able to produce good results. This may be due to a good underlying

model in general.
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Figure 5.3. Comparing OPTIMAL-AAL to baselines on four datasets.
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Figure 5.4. Learner utility measure on Arxiv dataset with T = 0.6 andA = 0.5. OPTIMAL-
AAL is able to outperform the baselines.

5.4.3 How Does Length of the Document Affect the Snippet Selection? Table 5.2

shows the average number of queries and the average snippet size per method per dataset,

when using cost parameter A = 3, and neutrality threshold T = 0.7. We found that

typically, OPTIMAL-AAL selects smaller snippets than its uncertainty counterpart, with

the exception of result in Amazon data. When comparing the number of queries asked to

the oracle, OPTIMAL-AAL is able to request more labels than the baselines, consistent

with selecting smaller snippets. However, on Amazon data OPTIMAL-AAL is able to

request more labels than the baseline although longer snippets. This may be because the

distribution of snippet size for OPTIMAL-AAL is more long-tailed than for uncertainty

methods. Further analysis also shows that UNC-5 produces two percent points more neutral

responses than our method. This tells us that OPTIMAL-AAL is able to request better

document-snippet pairs than the baseline.

5.4.4 How Does Cost and Response Rate Affect the Learning Efficiency of the Stu-

dent? We tested four scenarios as the combination of high and low neutrality and cost. In
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Table 5.2. Average snippet size and number of queries

Dataset Number of Queries Snippet Size (words)

OPTIMAL-AAL UNC-5 OPTIMAL-AAL UNC-5

Amazon-Food 640 240 12.1 (± 10) 9.7 (± 6)

Arxiv - ML 520 460 18.3 (± 9) 20.5 (± 9)

IMDB 720 620 11.9 (± 11) 14.1 (± 12)

20NG - Religion 1400 520 14.7 (± 21) 16.4 (± 14)

general, a high neutrality rate affects all methods slowing down the learning curve. In all

cases, the neutral response is consistent throughout the tested settings. However, the effect

of cost is mixed depending on the domain. Figure 5.5 shows the student performance on

Arxiv dataset with two cost and neutrality settings. Figure 5.5a and Figure 5.5c show that

higher neutrality and cost negatively affects OPTIMAL-AAL compared to the baselines.

For example, when the cost is low, difference in cost per snippet size is smaller (cost with

A = 0.5), OPTIMAL-AAL performs better than when the difference in cost is larger (cost

with A = 3.0). However, UNC-K is also affected by the low cost making its learning curve

less efficient. In contrast, Amazon dataset shows a different effect of cost. Figure 5.6 shows

that OPTIMAL-AAL performs better when the cost is high, and the cost difference among

snippet sizes is larger. We conjecture that the differences may be because Arxiv dataset

documents have less number of sentences in average compared to Amazon.
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Figure 5.5. Effect of cost and response rate on active learning methods on Arxiv dataset.
Low cost uses A = 0.5 and high cost uses A = 3; high neutral response rate uses
T = 0.7, and low response rate uses T = 0.6.

5.4.5 How does the Validation Set Affect Learning Efficiency? One challenge when

using a look-ahead method is the use of a validation set in order to calculate the expected

utility of future queries. We tested various alternatives for V using cross-validation on the
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training set, splitting the bootstrap instances, and a disjoint held-out validation set. Overall,

held-out data provided the best results among the methods tested; other methods tend to

overfit the validation set if V is too small. Figure 5.7 shows the effect of size in the average

performance of OPTIMAL-AAL. As the size of the held-out data increases, the overall

performance of the classifier increases as well. Additional challenges emerge from finding

held-out data for validation and will be left for future work.
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Figure 5.7. Effect of validation set size in OPTIMAL-AAL performance.

5.5 Chapter Conclusions

Anytime active learning methods enhance the abilities of the learning algorithm to

control the time an oracle spends on a given query. We combined an optimal search of

instances for annotation and the best snippet representation to obtain the labels. We pre-

sented empirical results comparing the proposed method with commonly used active learn-

ing methods, and showed that in general, our learning algorithm is able to find balanced

document-snippet pairs improving learning efficiency.
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Figure 5.6. Effect of cost and response rate on active learning methods on Amazon dataset.
A parameter controls cost function (higher means steeper cost function), and T parame-
ter controls neutral rate (higher means more neutral responses)
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we discussed the general problem of cost-sensitive active learning and

introduced the concept of interrupting the oracle during annotation time to induce annota-

tion savings. Here, we summarize the contributions of this body of work, describe future

research directions, and conclude.

6.1 Summary

In this document, we discussed oracle interruption as a way to accelerate annotation

during active learning. First, we introduced a scenario where the active learning truncates

documents as a proxy for interrupting during annotation time. Our contributions for this

proposed framework are:

• Anytime active learning through document truncation: We presented a novel

active learning framework for sequential annotation scenarios. In this framework,

the learner interrupts the expert during annotation time and requests the best guess

up until that point. We use interruption at the first k words with fixed and dynamic

values.

• User studies: We conducted user studies to analyze the effect of interrupting the

oracle during annotation, and informed large scale active learning experiments.

Second, we presented a more complex scenario where the learner can only extract

information from the document to show the oracle without having had a choice to select a

document. For example, this applies to situations where all examples need to be annotated.

In this scenario, our main contributions are:
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• Faster annotation through snippet extraction: We presented a framework to ac-

tively select document snippets to show an oracle for annotation. In this framework,

the learner presents condensed versions of queries and trades off the risk of forcing

the oracle to err and the cost of annotation. We used a technique similar to summa-

rization to build the condensed queries.

• Empirical results: We presented an extensive analysis of the effects of selecting

snippets to accelerate annotation and how the method behaved under various stress-

ing conditions of label noise and neutral response rate.

Third and final, we proposed a composite method that jointly selects the best document-

snippet pair for faster annotation. From this section the main contributions are:

• Document-snippet pair Selection: We provided an intuitive formulation to select

snippets, where the snippets not only convey the whole instance label but also are

likely to be correctly labeled by the expert.

• Empirical results: We showed through our experiments that selecting document-

snippet pairs produce significant savings for learning.

6.2 Future Work on AAL

This work presents many interesting research directions on anytime active learning.

In this section we discuss four possible avenues in this section.

6.2.1 Self-Contained Evaluation. Our experiments showed that held-out data provided

the best results when estimating the expected utility. However, acquiring a separate vali-

dation dataset is not always possible and may require equal effort to annotate as the active

learning itself. In addition, cross-validation on the labeled set is computationally expensive

and at higher risk of overfitting the underlying model if the data is too small. An interesting
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research path to remedy these problems is a self-contained method to define a proper utility

measure for AAL.

6.2.2 Complex Oracle Models. Our formulation presents a general approach applied

on text classification task. Even though our formulation allows application on any domain

for which an interruption can be defined, a proper model of the oracle response to snippet

queries is vital for the overall performance. Some annotation tasks such as sentiment anal-

ysis have been proved difficult to learn because of factors such as irony and context, which

are challenging to represent in a general simple model.

An interesting direction is to elaborate a model to select snippets more effectively

by considering context. For example, when selecting a sentence, the model may consider

the surrounding sentences as context to calibrate the probability of response from the oracle

[57]. Furthermore, the model can incorporate additional information regarding the position

of the sentence, and value more the first and last sentences because they may contain more

information [103].

6.2.3 Crowdsourcing. Thus far, we have explored active learning scenarios where there

is only one oracle available for annotation. A natural progression in complexity for this

scenario is to consider various oracles with variable cost, expertise, and response rates.

This scenario is particularly helpful for domains where crowdsourcing is a suitable annota-

tion source. Additional considerations include: (1) balancing workload of the oracles and

benefit-cost ratio of the queries[96]; and (2) allowing the oracle to be trained prior to the

active learning loop. The learner can decide what type of queries are best for an oracle, and

introduce the oracle to the interruptions gradually.

6.2.4 Application on Feature-based Data Domains. Our proposed methods have been

extensively tested using text classification tasks. However, selecting snippets or summa-

rizing a feature-based instance is not a trivial task. In general, the active learning cycle
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develops as an interaction between a learning algorithm and a human expert. We observed

that during annotation, the expert focuses on distinctive features of an example more than

others to identify the label. For instance, when a fraud analyst reviews an insurance claim,

he/she will check first for specific features such as type of claim, amount insured, or his-

tory of claims. If necessary, the analyst will review in detail every item in the client file

before emitting a concept. Note that different cases may require different sets of features

to be reviewed in detail, depending on the difficulty of the case, or amount of information

known about the claim. Further research in this area will address how to provide an anytime

learner with capacity to affect annotation time. Some research has been done to select rele-

vant features that are significant to human oracles [63]. Exploring the use of these methods

is an interesting step in generalizing anytime active learning methods for faster annotation.

6.3 Conclusion

In this document, we introduced a novel active learning approach that provides the

active learner with enhanced capabilities to control annotation budget by interrupting the

oracle during annotation time. We discussed three scenarios where interruption, in the form

of truncation or more thoughtful snippets, is used to accelerate annotation. We discussed

how practical factors influence the performance of the methods and present empirical evi-

dence of our findings. The rate at which we are able to annotate data, fundamental resource

to build accurate machine learning models, is greatly overwhelmed by the rate at which we

are able to obtain the unlabeled data; methods to accelerate annotation or reduce annotation

cost go a long way towards obtaining the best machine learning model possible.
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